This article is a bit of infighting. John D. Keyser and William F. Dankenbring used to play for the
same team. They were both ardent satyrday Sabbath keepers and defenders writing/teaching for
Triumph Prophetic Ministries. Then one day, John was inspired to examine the evidence regarding the
True Sabbath of YHWH. He discovered and adopted the Lunar Sabbath, and now teaches it. But, like
any church or denomination, if you step outside of a groups accepted belief system, you cannot remain
in good standing, so John Keyser was either disfellowshipped from or left Triumph Prophetic
Ministries, and now writes/teaches for Hope of Israel.
The teaching that started this little "divorce" and war of words is entitled Biblical Proof for the Lunar
Sabbath, and can be found at this link: www.hope-of-israel.org/lunarsab.html. This is the study that
Elder Dankenbring is attempting to rebut below.
I have never rebutted a rebuttal of this nature before, where one man and one man's teaching (Keyser's)
is the target and not the Lunar Sabbath teaching in general. I may find this quite interesting since all
Dankenbring's vitriol is directed at someone other than me personally. That said, you tackle one Lunar
Sabbatarian, you are basically poking a sleeping bear. Many Lunar Sabbatarians are just learning their
craft, and just figuring out how to defend their faith. We have a voice, but are content to worship as
we must if left unmolested. I am more like the sleeping bear. I have long defended the Lunar Sabbath
(see Hall of Shame at www.CreationCalendar.com), so Elder Keyser? I've got your back.
When I first started keeping the feasts about 2000, Keyser and Dankenbring were vital to my
education. I came to admire both, and greatly appreciated their time, effort and faith. Without them, it
would have taken a great deal longer to get the information through my thick skull. I am a 4th
generation satyrday Sabbath keeper, I knew the truth, and I was unteachable. However, their articles
opened up a door to truth that I did not know existed and would have rejected if I had. 1 + 1 + 1 = 3.
That is how simple their evidence was, and it taught me that the truth is not difficult. Also that
nothing, even a million smooth sounding words, can change the fact that 1 + 1 + 1 = 3.
Click here http://triumphpro.info/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2011/06/sabbath-new-mooncrisis.htm to read Elder Dankenbring's article below. I have altered neither jot nor tittle. Elder
Dankenbring writes exclusively in a black font. I will respond in brown, [bracketed in brown in mid
paragraph], with a little blue, red and green. Dated 9-__-2017.

What's All This about the

Sabbath-New Moon
Controversy?
John Keyser, formerly with Triumph Prophetic Ministries,
has broken off to do his own "work," and has published
an article contending that everybody has the Sabbath Day
all wrong! He claims it is neither Saturday OR Sunday -but changes every month, due to the New Moon.

Is this theory "for the birds" -- sheer "lunacy" and "moon
madness"? What is the TRUTH?

William F. Dankenbring
Insidious New Heresy Takes Root
As many of you may know, John Keyser -- formerly associated with Triumph Prophetic
Ministries -- has printed a 27 page paper on what he claims is "Sabbath new truth." He claims that the
Sabbath fluctuates -- changes -- every month to a different day of the week. Thus he claims, or
speculates, with a few other unknown and untrustworthy individuals, whom he quotes, that the Jews as
well as the rest of the world lost track of the week around 400 A.D. -- AFTER the time of Christ!
I could, but will not drag and drop Keyser's work here in defense of the Lunar Sabbath. His article is
at one of the links above. Rather, I will answer in my own voice, so you, the ladies and gentlemen of
the jury, are actually getting two witnesses. In fact, I'm not even going to check Keyser's work to
make sure we don't say the same thing because it is OK if we do.
I don't know of Elder Keyser says the Sabbath fluctuates or if this is how Dankenbring interprets what
Keyser said. Truth is, the Sabbath does not fluctuate. It is fixed, falling on the 8th, 15th, 22nd and
29th days of each and every lunar month. But because the current calendar months were divorced
from the moon in 46 B.C., the Scriptural Sabbaths seem to fluctuate on the pagan/papal/Roman/solaronly calendar when in fact, they are absolutely stable, not moving within the calendar that was
established at Creation.
It appears that Elder Dankenbring is presenting Keyser's work in the worst possible light to discourage
his own readers from examining Keyser's article. While I'm not surprised, this is rather petty from the
outside looking in. Since this is the opening paragraph, I'm guessing we are going to be in for a whole
lot more of the same.
If you can't dazzle them with brilliance, baffle them with BS. This seems to be the path Dankenbring
has started out on. Time will tell if he reins in his personal animus, and sticks to the evidence that he
feels supports satyrday as the Sabbath or if he is going to keep poking the sleeping bear. Elder Keyser
may or may not have responded to this article. I am under so such restraint.
Is there any validity to this new thesis? Is it really "new truth," as he claims? Or is it sheer
rubbish and hogwash?
Taking the low road again are we Elder Dankenbring?
Let's examine the most important aspects of this controversy, and see what the Scriptures
themselves REALLY say on this subject! For as Jesus Christ said, "Thy Word is TRUTH" (John
17:17), and, "The Scripture cannot be broken" (John 10:35).
Or said another way, 1 + 1 + 1 = 3. Scripture provides ample evidence in support of the Sabbath of
Creation as well discovering and identifying the false Sabbath(s). More later as opportunity affords.
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Which Day IS the SABBATH?
According to John Keyser, all mankind, including the Jews, lost track of time in the fourth
century after Christ, about the time of Emperor Constantine, and the persecution of the Jews by the
Roman Empire. [Indeed, there was a calendar war in Israel for about 250-300 years. The end result
was the Roman calendar won out, and the Hebrew calendar was corrupted, thanks to Hillel II in about
A.D. 341.] He claims even the Jews lost track of the weekly Sabbath, and at that time instituted a
Sabbath which fell on every seventh h day, in a continuous weekly cycle, independent of any
astronomical body.
And He hath violently taken away His tabernacle, as if it were of a garden: He hath destroyed His
places of the assembly: YHWH hath caused the solemn feasts and sabbaths to be forgotten in Zion,
and hath despised in the indignation of His anger the king and the priest. Lamentations 2:6

Dankenbring seems to think that this is unprecedented when Scripture records the FACT that when in
apostasy, Israel forgot the Sabbaths because YHWH TOOK this knowledge from them.
What Keyser said is true.
“The New Moon is still, and the Sabbath originally was, dependent upon the lunar cycle.” Universal
Jewish Encyclopedia, p. 410. No quote can be clearer than this.
“… each lunar month was divided into four parts, corresponding to the four phases of the moon. The
first week of each month began with the new moon, so that, as the lunar month was one or two days
more than four periods of seven days, these additional days were not reckoned at all.” Universal
Jewish Encyclopedia, Vol. 10, p. 482. Article "Week."
“The Sabbath depending, in Israel’s nomadic period, upon the observation of the phases of the moon,
…could not, according to this view, be a fixed day.” www.jewishencyclopedia.com
“…the Hebrew Sabbathon … was celebrated at intervals of seven days, corresponding with changes
in the moon’s phases...” Encyclopedia Biblica, 1899. p. 4180
“In the time of the earliest prophets, the New Moon stood in the same line with another lunar
observance, the Sabbath. Ezekiel, who curiously enough frequently dates his prophecies on the New
Moon … describes the gate of the inner court of the (new) temple looking eastward as kept shut for the
six working days, but opened on the Sabbath and the New Moon.” Scribner's Dictionary of the Bible
(1898 edit.), p. 521
“The Hebrew month is a lunar month and the quarter of this period—one phase of the moon—appears
to have determined the week of seven days.” Encyclopedia Biblica, p. 4780. And why have we never
been taught any of this???
“…The [early] Hebrews employed lunar seven-day weeks…which ended with special observances on
the seventh day but none the less were tied to the moon’s course.” Hutton Webster, in his book, Rest
Days, page 254.
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In the article Shawui Calendar: Ancient Shawui Observance, we find confirmation of a radical
change in YHWH’s calendar. “The [lunar]...calendar was used by all the original disciples of
Yeshua... This original Nazarene lunar-solar calendar was supplanted by a Roman ‘planetary week’
and calendar in 135 C.E. -- when the ‘Bishops of the Circumcision’ (i.e. legitimate Nazarene
successors to Yeshua) were displaced from Jerusalem. This began a three hundred year controversy
concerning the true calendar and correct Sabbath.”
“This intimate connection between the week and the month was soon dissolved. It is certain that the
week soon followed a development of its own, and it became the custom -- without paying any regard
to the days of the month (i.e. the lunar month) -- ...so that the New Moon no longer coincided with the
first day [of the month ].” Encyclopedia Biblica, (1899 edit.), p. 5290.
“… the custom of celebrating the Sabbath every 7th day, irrespective of the relationship of the day to
the moon’s phases, led to a complete separation from the ancient view of the Sabbath...”
Encyclopedia Biblica, (1899 edit.), p. 4179.
“The calendar was originally fixed by observation, and ultimately by calculation. Up to the fall of the
Temple (A.D. 70), witnesses who saw the new moon came forward and were strictly examined and if
their evidence was accepted the month was fixed by the priests. Eventually the authority passed to the
Sanhedrin and ultimately to the Patriarchate. … Gradually observation gave place to calculation. The
right to determine the calendar was reserved to the Patriarchate; the Jews of Mesopotamia [Ed.—
Babylonian Jews] tried in vain to establish their own calendar but the prerogative of Palestine was
zealously defended. So long as Palestine remained a religious centre, it was naturally to the homeland
that the Diaspora looked for its calendar. Uniformity was essential, for if different parts had celebrated
feasts on different days confusion would have ensued. It was not until the 4th century A.D. that
Babylon fixed the calendar…” Encyclopedia Britannica: Vol. 4, article “Calendar”.
“These imported [from Babylon] superstitions eventually led Jewish rabbis to call Saturn Shabbti, ‘the
star of the Sabbath,’ [and]...it was not until the first century of our era, when the planetary week had
become an established institution, that the Jewish Sabbath seems always to have corresponded to
Saturn’s Day [Satyrday].” Hutton Webster in his book, Rest Days, p. 244. Thus the condemnation in
Amos 5:26 was set in stone.
In Amos 5:26, the prophet is recorded as reminding Israel of their apostasy. Israel started worshipping
Chiun, a star-god of their own making. In Acts 7:43, Stephen quotes Amos and is translated into
Greek as saying “Remphan, the star-god…” Chiun and Remphan are the respective Hebrew and Greek
words for Saturn. The Sabbath of Scripture is based upon the lunar cycle. So Israel did indeed come
to worship Saturn on his day, but at a much later date and not by Divine command.
“With the development of the importance of the Sabbath as a day of consecration and the emphasis
laid upon the significant number seven, the week became more and more divorced from its lunar
connection...” Universal Jewish Encyclopedia: Vol. 10, 1943 edit. Article, "Week," p. 482.
“The four quarters of the moon supply an obvious division of the month...it is most significant that in
the older parts of the Hebrew scriptures the new moon and the Sabbath are almost invariably
mentioned together. The [lunar] month is beyond question an old sacred division of time common to
all the semites; even the Arabs, who received the week at quite a late period from the Syrians, greeted
the New Moon with religious acclamations. … We cannot tell [exactly] when the Sabbath became
disassociated from the month.” Encyclopedia Biblica, 1899 edit., pp. 4178-4179..
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How is it that scholars cannot tell when the Sabbath was disassociated from the lunar cycle while
modern Satyrday sabbath keepers in general deny that the Sabbath was ever connected with the moon
in the first place?
The ox knoweth his owner, and the ass his master's crib: but Israel doth not know, My people doth not
consider. Isaiah 1:3
If there is any possible remaining doubt that Israel observed a lunar Sabbath in Scripture, let this quote
settle your conscience:
“Luni-solar calendar foundations of the Jewish calendar extend from the earliest verses of scripture.
Natural, uniform motions of the heavenly spheres are the pivotal markers of time reckoning. The list
of ancient characters mentioned in the Old Testament used this lunar-solar calendar system of time
recording. Observation of lunar phases coupled with solar positioning graduated the lifetime ages of
Adam and his descendants. . . .
“Changes in the appearance of the moon provided the seven-day week. Originating with ancient
interpretations of lunar time, divisions of seven days separate the four basic lunar phases... Starting
with a dark new moon, the moon gradually comes into view on following nights. In about seven days
the first half of the moon is visible. The second half waxes until full moon at the end of two weeks.
Lunar light reverses progression in the third week, waning to half visibility again. A fourth week
completes the month, and visibility again diminishes toward a new moon. Completion of four lunar
phases comprises the month.” Ages of Adam, published in 1995, by Clark K. Nelson.
Why is it that the lunar calendar of Israel sounds like common knowledge among these scholars but
sounds like so much manure to Elder Dankenbring?
Says Keyser, this was a departure from the original Sabbath. He claims that the Bible teaches
the original Sabbath was governed by the MOON -- and the original week was dependent upon the
phases of the MOON. Therefore, according to him, the new moons interrupted the weekly cycle every
month, and "new moon" day was considered outside the weekly cycle and was not even counted! In
29 day months, he figures there was "one new moon day," but in 30 days months, he ascribes "two new
moon days." Thus the remaining 28 days are divisible by 7 (4 x 7 = 28), and every seventh day, he
says, is he Sabbath.
Keyser is a wise man. New Moon days are not week days. They never fall in the 7 day week. Ever.
Scripture DOES teach that the Sabbath (and therefore week) is regulated by the moon. So does the
historical record.
Creation Calendar Class 101.
Genesis 1:14 says that the two great lights would be for signs (owth), seasons (mo'edim), days and
years. Thus the calendar of Yah is written in the heavens.
Exodus 31:13, Ezekiel 20:12, and 20:20 all say that the Sabbath is a sign, using the SAME Hebrew
word found in Genesis 1:14 (owth), meaning signal or beacon. Doesn't say which light though. Let
me ask you, can you go outside and LOOK at the sun and tell whether it is the Sabbath? No. Then try
the other light. According to Genesis 1:14, it is one of the two.
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Psalm 104:19 says that the moon will regulate the seasons (mo’edim--appointed times, set feasts).
Leviticus 23:1-3 shows the weekly Sabbath to be the first feast using the same Hebrew word found in
Genesis 1:14 (mo’edim--appointed time, set feast).
Genesis and Leviticus are Torah. This is the greatest argument and it is enough to prove that the
Sabbath is regulated by the moon, but it does not answer every possible question as to HOW or WHY
that might take place. Yours is not to ask WHY. Either do (obey) or do not. The HOW will only be
answered by going outside and looking AT the clock and watching for patterns. Nature is the first
gospel. All nature screams the majesty of YHWH. Nature does not lie, men do.
In order to have a lunar Sabbath, you must have a lunar “week”. Did Philo, the first century Hebrew
historian, link the Sabbath or the “week” with the phases of the moon? The answer is yes, in fact the
lunar week and lunar Sabbath are the only week or Sabbath mentioned in Philo’s writings. In fact,
Philo never links the Sabbath to satyrday.
In Allegorical Interpretation, 1 IV (8), it says…
“Again, the periodical changes of the moon, take place according to the number seven, that star
having the greatest sympathy with the things on earth. And the changes which the moon works in the
air, it perfects chiefly in accordance with its own configurations on each seventh day. At all events, all
mortal things, as I have said before, drawing their more divine nature from the heaven, are moved in a
manner which tends to their preservation in accordance with this number seven. … Accordingly, on
the seventh day, Elohim caused to rest from all his works which he had made.” …
Notice that Philo says the moon is perfect in its shape or appearance on each seventh day. Wonder
what he meant by that? Had he been writing to Hebrew speaking audience he would have said “it
perfects chiefly in accordance with its own configurations on each Sabbath day instead of each
“seventh” day because elsewhere in his writings, Philo identifies that when he mentions the seventh
day [of the week] he is referring to the Sabbath. Above, he tells us that the moon perfects its own
configurations on each seventh day. It was understood, that at the end each period of six work days
there would be a weekly Sabbath, thus he is clearly referring to the Sabbath of Creation.
Continuing on with Philo: In The Decalogue XXX (159), it says...
“But to the seventh day of the week he [YHWH] has assigned the greatest festivals, those of the
longest duration, at the periods of the equinox both vernal and autumnal in each year; appointing two
festivals for these two epochs, each lasting seven days; the one which takes place in the spring being
for the perfection of what is being sown, and the one which falls in autumn being a feast of
thanksgiving for the bringing home of all the fruits which the trees have produced”…
Let’s look carefully at what Philo is saying. To the 7th day of the week He [the Father above] has
assigned the greatest festivals, in other words the greatest (longest) festivals have been assigned to the
7th day of the week. Thus Philo is referring to and keeping the same luni-solar calendar established in
Scripture, and he calls the first day of each of these 7 day feasts the “seventh day of the week”.
Scripture says that both of the 7 day feasts (Unleavened Bread and Tabernacles) begin on the 15th day
of their respective months. See Leviticus 23:5-6 and 23:34. Friend, the 7th day of the week is the
Sabbath, is it not? If the 15th is the weekly Sabbath, so are the 8th, 22nd and 29th days of the month.
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Notice Philo did not say they would receive two holydays of festivals, but one, the 15th. Satyrday
Sabbath keepers insist that there will be a satyrday Sabbath that falls during these seven day feasts, and
indeed, if the Gregorian calendar were the calendar of Scripture that would be true. But Scripture says
nothing of a [satyrday] Sabbath in the middle of these 7 day feasts. To prove the seventh day of the
week is the same as the 15th, elsewhere Philo states:
“And this feast is begun on the fifteenth day of the month, in the middle of the month, on the day on
which the moon is full of light, in consequence on the providence of Elohim taking care that there shall
be no darkness on that day.” Philo’s Special Laws II, The Fifth Festival, Section XXVIII (155)
In other words, Philo is saying the weekly Sabbath begins these feasts, and is on the 15th AND is
linked to the full moon. I'm so sorry Elder Dankenbring, but this evidence proves the Sabbaths by the
lunar calendar is true and the Gregorian false because there is no way a satyrday Sabbath can begin
these two festivals on the 15th in the 1st and 7th month each year, on a continuous seven day cycle
presented by the Gregorian calendar we have today. The correct calendar of Scripture (and the one
described by Philo) looks like this:
New
Moon
Day
1

First
Week
Day
2
9
16
23

Second
Week
Day
3
10
17
24

Third
Week
Day
4
11
18
25

Fourth
Week
Day
5
12
19
26

Fifth
Week
Day
6
13
20
27

Sixth
Week
Day
7
14
21
28

Seventh
Week
Day
8
15
22
29

(30)
Speaking of “lunar” intervals, in Special Laws I. (178), Philo writes…
“…there is one principle of reason by which the moon waxes and wanes in equal intervals, both as it
increases and diminishes in illumination; the seven lambs because it receives the perfect shapes in
periods of seven days—the half-moon in the first seven day period after its conjunction with the sun,
full moon in the second; and when it makes its return again, the first is to half-moon, then it ceases at
its conjunction with the sun.” [All emphasis supplied by author/complier of this study.]
The half-moon (first quarter moon) announces the first Sabbath of the month. It is the seventh day of
the week, naturally, but this is the 8th day of the month. New moon day is not counted against the
week. The full moon rising at the end of the 14th day of the month announces the 15th as the second
Sabbath of the month. If the new moon was counted, the quarter phases (or as Philo describes them,
the moon as it perfects in its own configurations on each seventh day) would not come at the end of the
week, disconnecting the perfection of the lunar cycle from the Sabbath.
Philo gives a second witness in On Mating with the Preliminary Studies, XIX (102)…
“For it is said in the Scripture: On the tenth day of this month let each of them take a sheep according
to his house; in order that from the tenth, there may be consecrated to the tenth, that is to Elohim, the
sacrifices which have been preserved in the soul, which is illuminated in two portions out of the three,
until it is entirely changed in every part, and becomes a heavenly brilliancy like a full moon, at the
height of its increase at the end of the second week”.
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Please let what Philo just said sink in. His readers in those days understood that the weeks were by the
moon, same as in Scripture, and that at the end of the second week there would be a full moon. This
statement needs no interpretation and is impossible to misunderstand.
Also, the calendar of Scripture must line up with nature as the calendar of Scripture is found IN
nature. While this may sound redundantly obvious, it is often overlooked by nay-sayers.
Scripture reveals that there are three different categories of day in a lunar month, New Moon, work
days and Sabbaths. Interestingly enough, there are three different, distinct phases of the moon in the
lunar cycle, dark phase, illuminated phase, and the obvious division--the 4 quarters of the illuminated
phase.
There are 28 days in a lunar cycle when the moon is visible. There are 28 week days in a lunar month.
There are 4 quarter phases in the lunar cycle that are approximately 7 days apart. There are 4 weekly
Sabbaths in a lunar month that are seven day apart.
After the last Sabbath of each month, there are 1-2 dark days (days when no moon is visible) in a lunar
cycle. After the 4th Sabbath of each month, there are 1-2 New Moon days in a lunar month.
Do you honestly believe that all of this is a coincidence?
When you line these up, you have perfect harmony. The New Moon is a third category of day, it is
neither work day nor Sabbath. Since the Sabbath IS a day of the week, then it is only natural that the
visible phases of the moon line up and announce the Sabbath within the 28 week days in a month (4 x
7 = 28). So, what's left? 1-2 dark days when the moon is not visible and 1-2 New Moon days. So-line them up. For the record, if you line up the 28 with the 28, the 4 with the 4 is automatically lined
up, including the 1-2 with the 1-2.
Do the math. This ain't rocket science!
And finally, Genesis 1:1-2 and Ezekiel 46:1 proves that new moon day (the first day of every month,
even the FIRST month of earth’s history) is a third category of day, not counted as a week
day. Ezekiel 46:1 says that the gate to the temple is shut on all SIX working days, but open on the
Sabbath and new moon. Last month, New Moon fell on a monday (as of this writing). If the
tabernacle were still here and I asked you, “Would the gate have been open or shut?” how would you
answer? If you say open because it is New Moon, I would respond that it is a work day, it must be
shut. If you agreed, “Of course monday is a work day, it must be shut.” I’d reply, “But friend, it is
New Moon, it must be open.” Elder Dankenbring has no correct answer because he is applying a
pagan/papal/Roman/solar-only/man-made calendar to this Scriptural calendar event. Amos 8:5, Isaiah
66:23 and II Kings 4:23 also prove that the days of set-apart convocation (Sabbaths and new moon
days) belong in a separate category, apart from the six common work days.
Amos: The unscrupulous venders are seeking to cheat the Israelites, but it is Sabbath and new moon.
Israel won't come out to buy their wares until a work day.
Isaiah: We will worship YHWH on the Sabbaths and new moon days, not on work days.
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II Kings: The boy collapses in the field, his mother races out, scoops him up and runs inside. There
the boy dies in her lap. So she runs upstairs, places the boy on Elisha's bed, then runs to her husband
asking permission to take a donkey and a servant with her to go see the prophet. To which he inquires,
It is neither New Moon, nor Sabbath, why do you want to go see him today? Where was the man? In
his field. What was he doing? Working.
Put the New Moon day back in its rightful place in the lunar cycle, and suddenly (IF one is going
outside and LOOKING at the Creator’s clock--the lights in the heavens) the Sabbaths will be
announced by quarter phase moons before the 8th, 15th, 22nd and 29th days of each lunar
cycle. There is simply NO evidence in Scripture that the Sabbath is EVERY 7th day in succession.
There is simply NO evidence in Scripture that satyrday is the Sabbath. Scripture says that the Sabbath
is the seventh day of the week. Period. But whose week? Yah’s week or the pagan/papal planetary
week? Dankenbring wants you to believe it is the latter.
Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, I just gave you the evidence that Scripture says the Sabbath is
regulated by the moon, that the New Moon is not a week day, that it interrupts the weekly cycle, and
that Philo, the first century Hebrew historian agrees with both. 1 + 1 + 1 = 3. Not 2, not 4, THREE.
This reasoning, of course, makes the Sabbath to fall on a DIFFERENT DAY OF THE WEEK
each successive month! [Different days of which week Elder Dankenbring? YHWH's week, or the
pagan/papal planetary week?] Thus one month, the Sabbath would be on a Tuesday, for example,
another month it would all on a Thursday, or a Friday, or a Sunday -- over the course of a year, it could
fall on ANY day of the week!
Now, is this sound-minded scholarship, based on clear and plain evidence?
Or is this pure and unadulterated rubbish, straight from the mind of the devil?
Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, based on just the evidence I have already presented, you tell me.
And I am FAR from through presenting evidence. From the look of it, Elder Dankenbring is going to
vociferously present his tradition and the tradition of the churches and little else, and will not come
close to doing any damage to the Lunar Sabbath or his former friend and colleague, John D. Keyser.
To really address this issue, we must do one thing -- SEARCH THE SCRIPTURES OF
TRUTH! [Great, maybe we are finally getting somewhere. Stop with the venom and present
something a tad more concrete than Dankenbring's opinion.] For only in the Bible will we find the real
TRUTH! For, as the apostle Paul wrote:
"Every Scripture is God-breathed -- given by His inspiration -and profitable for instruction, for reproof and conviction of sin,
for CORRECTION OF ERROR and discipline in obedience,
and for training in righteousness [that is, in holy living, in conformity to God's will in thought, purpose and action], so that the
man of God may be complete and proficient, well-fitted and
thoroughly equipped for every good work" (II Tim.3:16-17,
Amplified Bible).

Great. Please find me ONE text that says satyrday is the Sabbath of Scripture. Please find me ONE
text that says the Sabbath is the seventh day of an unbroken cycle of 7 day weeks.
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That's all, just one.
To investigate this matter properly, therefore, let's see what the Word of GOD has to say about
the origins of the Sabbath and weekly cycle [and if it reveals that the Sabbath is satyrday or the seventh
day of the pagan/papal calendar, you will have my rapt attention] -- and not the nonsense paraded in
the notions of bigoted and biased men, heretics, and supposed "scholars" who aren't worth a dime a
dozen!
Oh my. Elder Dankenbring must have been looking in the mirror when he said this. He shouldn't be
so hard on himself though. Even YHWH said He would wink at our ignorance.
I have dealt with men as closed-minded, unteachable and bigoted as Dankenbring. I don't know if
Elder Keyser responded to this personal attack or not, but it is becoming increasingly difficult to put up
with Elder Dankenbring's mouth and I am not the direct target of his wrath.
When we get down to the real "nitty gritty," it only matters what GOD says, in His Word, and
not the ramblings of malcontent men and their myths and heretical opinions!
The list of names leveled at Elder Keyser and the Lunar Sabbath truth increases.
Lunar Sabbath: theory for the birds, sheer lunacy, moon madness, insidious new heresy, sheer rubbish,
hogwash, pure and unadulterated rubbish, straight from the mind of the devil, nonesense, ramblings,
myths and heretical opinion.
Elder Keyser: bigoted, biased, heretic, supposed "scholars" are aren't worth a dime a dozen and now
malcontent.
And I'm only on the second of a 21 page article by Elder Dankenbring. I must say that men usually
crow AFTER they have defeated their foe. What has Elder Dankenbring proven so far? Look at his
accusations and then look at my answers. Be honest. Who has, so far, taken the time to prove his
point with something I like to call "evidence"?
It would seem to me that if Elder Dankenbring had any evidence, he would have trotted that out first.
All he has done so far is cast stones at anyone who would dare to believe other than he does. And he
has been rather brutish in his assault.
“All truth passes through three stages. First it is ridiculed, second it is violently opposed, and third, it
is accepted as self-evident.” Arthur Schopenhauer, Philosopher, 1788-1860
Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, you now have a front row seat to stage two.
Elder Dankenbring wants to bring in Yah's Word now as evidence. Ok, fine. Let's see how he does.

How does Scripture tell us to determine what is truth?
1. In Scripture: If I find 2-3 witnesses, texts saying the same thing, (Genesis 41:32, Deuteronomy
19:15, II Corinthians 13:1) then it is truth that I must admit and comply with.
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2. In Scripture: If I find a single text saying "thus saith YHWH", (Deuteronomy 8:3b, Luke 4:8,
Matthew 4:10) it is truth; it is my duty to obey His command whether there are 2-3 witnesses or not.
3. In Scripture: If I find a chain of texts where there is an unfolding of truth, one expounding upon the
other, (Isaiah 28:9-10), this reveals truth that I am responsible for. For example, Genesis 1:14 says
that the luminaries in the heavens regulate the seasons (Hebrew: mo'edim). Psalm 104:19 reveals that
the moon alone regulates the seasons (mo'edim). Leviticus 23:1-3 calls the weekly Sabbath a feast
(mo'edim). This is a chain of evidence that cannot be questioned.
4. If it is in the law [Torah] or the prophets, it is true, Isaiah 8:20. If something outside of Torah and
the prophets agrees with the Torah and the prophets, neither adding nor diminishing aught
(Deuteronomy 4:2), it is the straight truth. The standard listed in Isaiah and Deuteronomy (above)
was given to trump Test 1 IF the 2-3 witnesses are false witnesses (speaking not according to the
Torah and the prophets).
5. A doctrine or accepted belief that fails any of the above 4 tests means that it is NOT true. YHWH
says that He will do NOTHING unless He reveals His secret to His servants the prophets, Amos 3:7.
If the prophets are silent, then it did not come from YHWH. If there is no "thus saith YHWH, no 2-3
witnesses, no chain of inter-textual evidence and thus no support found in the Torah and the prophets,
then it is my privilege to admit it and tell others that it has no foundation in truth.
6. Any historical evidence that agrees with Scripture (e.g. the Torah and the prophets) is acceptable as
supportive evidence of the truth. Any historical record that disagrees with or contradicts Scripture,
failing the first 4 tests above, is a lie in the highest order of magnitude.
7. If someone makes a statement, it does not matter if 1000 witnesses come later saying that he did
NOT say such and such or did not MEAN such and such; the spoken word of the person in question
(Almighty Yah, the prophets, you or I) takes precedence over that of all his defenders OR detractors.
8. If someone claims to be Messiah, or a prophet, or to have a special message for the body of
believers, but fails to pass Tests 1, 2 and 3 above, then Isaiah 8:20 and Deuteronomy 18:18-22 (in
essence, Tests 4 and 5) must be applied. If what they say doesn’t come to pass or they speak not
according to the Torah or the testimony of the prophets, fear them not, there is no light in them.
Included below are the tests that the New Testament (NT) authors recognized and taught their
converts. John and Paul instructed their converts/followers to try the spirits (I John 4:1), to prove all
things and hold fast that which is good (I Thessalonians 5:21), and also to search the Scriptures daily to
see whether these things (that Paul taught them) were so, Acts 17:10-11. As silly as this might sound,
the Carpenter from Nazareth never quoted a verse from the NT because the ONLY Scripture in
existence during the first century was the Old Testament. In other words, the NT must meet the
standard of the OT, not the other way around. In truth, if a NT writer does not meet the standard of the
Law [Torah] or the testimony of the prophets, there is no light in this writing either.
Back to the Beginning
In the book of Genesis, the first book of the Bible, we read of the true origin of the WEEK!
Notice!
Notice that I, a mere mortal, will use Genesis to undo Dankenbring's conclusion with relative ease.
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I have been waiting for this moment. It is with no great pleasure that I.... well... just watch.
"And God said, Let there be light; and there was light. . . . And God
called the light Day, and the darkness He called Night. And there was
evening, and there was morning, ONE DAY.
"And God said, Let there be a firmament [the expanse of the sky]
in the midst of the waters; and let it separate the waters [below]
from the waters [above]. . . . And God called the firmament Heavens.
And there was evening, and there was morning, a SECOND DAY.
"And God said, Let the waters under the heavens be collected into
one place (of standing), and let the dry land appear. And it was done.
God called the dry land Earth, and the accumulated waters He called
Seas. And God saw that this was good. . . . And God said, Let the earth
put forth (tender) vegetation, plants yielding seed, and the fruit trees
yielding fruit each according to its kind, whose seed is in itself, upon
the earth. And it was so. . . . And there was evening and there was
morning, A THIRD DAY.
"And God said, Let there be lights in the expanse of the heavens to
separate the day from the night; and let them be for signs and tokens
[of God's provident care], and [to mark] seasons, days, and years. . .
And there was evening and there was morning, a FOURTH DAY.
"And God said, Let the waters bring forth abundantly and swarm with
living creatures, and let birds fly over the earth in the open expanse
of the heavens. God created the great sea monsters and every living
creature that moves . . . And God saw that it was good -- suitable,
admirable -- and He approved it. . . . And there was evening and there
was morning, a FIFTH DAY.
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"And God said, Let the earth bring forth living creatures according to their
kinds, and domestic animals according to their kinds. . . . God said, Let Us
make mankind in Our image, after Our likeness; and let them have complete
authority . . . over all of the earth . . . So God created man in His own image,
in the image and likeness of God He created him; male and female He created
them. . . . And God saw everything that He had made, and behold, it was
very good -- suitable, pleasant -- and He approved it completely. And there
was evening and there was morning, A SIXTH DAY" (Genesis 1:2-31).

Now perhaps some might regard me as simple-minded, but I see a clear consecutive counting
here of SIX DAYS. [Simple-minded? No. Hard headed or hard hearted perhaps (perhaps both), but
not simple-minded. Why is counting 6 days so important? Count seven if you want, but Genesis 1 and
2 offer a ONE week sample size. It is rather difficult to make your point about sequential
uninterrupted weeks when you cannot offer anything but a ONE week sample size.] Correct me if I'm
wrong! There is one through six days mentioned here!
That would be one through six work days, yes, but you forgot a time consuming Creation event, Elder
Dankenbring. Have you read Genesis 1:1-2 lately? All the months begin with a New Moon day that
is never included in the work week. The second lunar month of earth's history began with a New
Moon, every lunar month observed by Israel began with a New Moon, last month began with a New
Moon, so what do you suppose the very FIRST month of earth's history began with? New Moon.
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Looks like this:
New
Moon
(Genesis
1:1-2)
1

Day 1 of
week
(Genesis
1:3-5)
2
9
16
23

Day 2 of
week
(Genesis1:68)
3
10
17
24

Day 3 of
week
(Genesis
1:9-13)
4
11
18
25

Day 4 of
week
(Genesis
1:14-19)
5
12
19
26

Day 5 of
week
(Genesis
1:20-23)
6
13
20
27

Day 6 of
week
(Genesis
1:24-31)
7
14
21
28

7th day
Sabbath
(Genesis
2:1-3)
8
15
22
29

(30)
See short study here: http://www.creationcalendar.com/CalendarIssue/03-QT-ThreeDistinctDays.pdf
Now God's own Record, the book of Genesis, the Book of "Beginnings," for that is what the
word "Genesis" means, goes on, in the next passage:
"Thus the heavens and the earth were finished, and all the host of them.
And ON THE SEVENTH DAY God ended His work which He had done,
and He RESTED on the seventh day from all His work which He had
done. And God blessed [spoke good of] the seventh day, set it apart as
HIS OWN, and HALLOWED IT, because on it God rested from all His
work which He had created and done" (Genesis 2:1-3, Amplified Bible).

Now let's get this, and get it straight -- straight from the Word of the living GOD! Here the
"week" was created. It was based SOLELY on the days Good took to "create" the heavens and the
earth -- SIX DAYS -- followed by a singular "Day of Rest" -- t he (sic) SEVENTH DAY -- THE
SABBATH DAY!
That is correct. The weeks consist of seven days. Congratulations, we had no idea that this was such
an exciting discovery for you. Lunar Sabbath keepers observe only 7 day weeks; the very one
established during Creation week.
In other words, the Word of God itself plainly tells us the WEEKLY CYCLE IS A SEVEN
DAY CYCLE, which repeats itself every seven days! It is based on God's "number of perfection," or
"completion," which is the number SEVEN!
And just as in Scripture, when you see italics, you can ignore them as being inserted by the translator.
There is nothing, not a single passage in Scripture, that says the week repeats every seven days. Elder
Dankenbring's confidence in this "fact" is based solely on the repeating seven day weeks of the
pagan/papal Gregorian calendar. He looks at a calendar invented in 1582 and assumes that the week
contained therein is the same week that was established some 6000 years ago.
There is not even the vaguest "hint" or slightest {"clue" here, in the book of Genesis, that God
did not mean what He said -- that is, the week of the BIBLE, the Word of God, is simply the SEVEN
DAY WEEK, which goes on without any interruption FOREVER!
Again, the italics above can be ignored as added by Dankenbring, as there is no evidence in Scripture
that says anything of the sort. If there is, then where is his evidence? Have you seen him offer any?
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Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, after making a statement such as this, one would think that
Dankenbring would follow with at least one text as evidence, right? I mean when I make a statement, I
offer the textual evidence either immediately or soon to follow.
Any other interpretation is sheer foolishness and putting one's own ideas INTO the Scriptures!
And, Almighty God thunders at all those who would tamper with His plain word of truth -"You shall not add to the word which I command you, neither shall
you diminish it, that you may keep the commandments of the Lord your
God which I command you" (Deuteronomy 4:2, Amplified Bible).
"Whatever I command you, be watchful to do it; you shall not add to
it or diminish it" (Deut.13:32).

Are we willing to humble ourselves before the plain Word of God, and obey Him?
Um, Elder Dankenbring, where in Scripture does it say the underlined below? The plain Word of
YHWH says nothing of the sort.
"In other words, the Word of God itself plainly tells us the WEEKLY CYCLE IS A SEVEN DAY
CYCLE, which repeats itself every seven days!"
And where does it say the underlined below in Scripture? If you have corroborating evidence, might
you share it with your readers?
"There is not even the vaguest 'hint' or slightest {'clue' here, in the book of Genesis, that God did not
mean what He said -- that is, the week of the BIBLE, the Word of God, is simply the SEVEN DAY
WEEK, which goes on without any interruption FOREVER!"
Me thinks the pot calleth the kettle black. Elder Dankenbring thinks to prove that Lunar Sabbatarians
(Keyser in particular) are adding to Scripture, and yet here are two examples of Dankenbring adding to
Scripture.
He SAYS that the seven day weeks run consecutively in an uninterrupted manner, when in reality each
month New Moon interrupts the weekly cycle. Dankenbring does not think so because he is
completely enamored with the pagan/papal seven day planetary week thinking that these are the
Scriptural weeks.
They are not. I will repeatedly prove just that throughout this rebuttal.
Further Evidence from God's Word
In Exodus 16, where God reveals His true Sabbath to His people, He gives them manna for six
days -- and then stops the manna on the Sabbath (Exo.16:4-5), to see "whether they will walk in my
law, or no" (v.4).
How nice, Elder Dankenbring is bringing to the table evidence that proves the Lunar Sabbath. Watch.
The manna came for six days (v.26), "but on the SEVENTH DAY, which is the SABBATH,
there shall be none" (v.26). "So the people rested on the seventh day" (v.30).
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Notice, now! God revealed to His people when they left Egypt which day was the t rue (sic)
seventh day of the weekly cycle. Perhaps they had lost this knowledge while they served as slaves in
Egypt. Perhaps the Egyptians did not have a seven day week, and their calendar was much different.
Exodus 16 is the first place where the word “Sabbath” is used in Scripture. In the first verse, YHWH
is speaking to Moses and Aaron on the 15th day of the 2nd month and gives them what turns out to be
a simple math equation. If you can do simple addition, or count days, you can determine when the
Sabbaths are in this passage. From day 15 add 6 days of manna = 21. Next day (22nd) is the Sabbath.
Watch now!
New
Moon
1

First
day
x1
2
9
16
23

Second
day
x1
3
10
17
24

Third
day
x1
4
11
18
25

Fourth
day
x1
5
12
19
26

Fifth
day
x1
6
13
20
27

Sixth
day
x2
7
14
21
28

Seventh
Day
Sabbath
8
15
22
29

Israel was to collect one portion of manna from the 16th to the 20th and a double portion on the 21st
because the morrow was the Sabbath. If the 22nd is a Sabbath, so is the 15th (as well as the 8th and
the 29th. The first day of the month is New Moon day, not a Sabbath.
1+1+1=3
Again, this is a ONE week sample size in Exodus 16. Whether Israel ate or not on New Moon or
when and how much manna was gathered is not presented in the text, so Dankenbring cannot make any
hard and fast conclusions about this without running afoul of Deuteronomy 4:2 again.
Therefore, God had to reveal to His people once again the t rue says of t he (sic) week -- which
was the first day, second day, third day, and on to the Sabbath Day! this He did with an astonishing
MIRACLE of the MANNA!
If you don't understand what he just said, he said that YHWH made no mention of gathering enough
manna to get through New Moon (obscuration). And he's correct. The Father said nothing about New
Moon because the 15th and 22nd (the two Sabbaths in question) are not New Moon, nor close to a
New Moon.
Satyrday Sabbatarians have tried for years to use the story of the manna as “proof” that the Lunar
Sabbath is a false teaching. They say the narrative in Exodus 16 offers no instruction for Israel to pick
up manna (or not) on New Moon during their 40 years in the wilderness. These same folks admit that
the New Moons were observed, but because there is no mention of them in conjunction with the falling
of the manna, they say that this proves that the seven day weeks are not interrupted by the New Moon
days and therefore, the assumption is that manna MUST have fallen on the New Moon days. In the
same breath, these same well meaning folks insist that the days of the week go 1-2-3-4-5-6-7 uninterrupted all the way back to Creation, and with no evidence other than our present Gregorian calendar
and their tradition, say that satyrday IS that seventh day.
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Let me propose that this is not the case—for several reasons. (1) When Israel was walking in the
Torah, they always observed the same lunar-solar calendar established in Genesis 1. (2) With this
calendar, the days of New Moon are described as a third category of day in Ezekiel 46:1, II Kings
4:23, Isaiah 66:23 and Amos 8:5. Since New Moon is a third category of day (neither a work day nor
Sabbath) elsewhere in Scripture, then it was a third category of day during Israel’s wilderness sojourn.
(3) By insisting that Israel gathered manna on New Moon days during their wilderness sojourn, they
are adding to Torah, in violation of Deuteronomy 4:2. Scripture does not say whether Israel gathered
or ate manna on New Moon days, so they can only speculate. Where Scripture is silent, silence (on our
part) is golden. (4) Satyrday is only the seventh day of the week by virtue of Emperor Constantine. In
321 A.D., he venerated the day of the sun which moved satyrday from its coveted position as the first
day of the pagan planetary week to the seventh day of the pagan planetary week.
Historically, Israel fasted on New Moon days. Says Hutton Webster, “the establishment of a periodic
week ending in a Sabbath observed every seventh day was doubtless responsible for the gradual
obsolescence of the new moon festival as a period of general abstinence, since with continuous weeks
the new-moon day and the Sabbath Day would from time to time coincide” (Rest Days., p. 255).
“Each new moon was celebrated with a fast” (Jewish Family Celebrations, p. 35).
And we also find the following: “the sacred festival of the new moon, which the people give notice of
with trumpets, and the day of fasting, on which abstinence from all meats and drinks is enjoined . . .”
(Philo, Book 26, XXX, 159).
I find it interesting that science has shown that fasting once a month is great for your health. Satyrday
Sabbath keepers who have knowledge of the health message should jump up and shout, but they won’t
because they must also admit defeat regarding the manna issue.
The land Sabbaths were important enough to the Father to cause Israel to go into captivity for 70 years
in Babylon for NOT observing them. These land Sabbaths were also in 7 year sequences (like the days
of weeks). Israel could sow and reap for the 6 years, but on the land Sabbath, they were to abstain.
The Father caused a triple portion of produce to be harvested on the 6th year to provide food for Israel
during the 6th year, the 7th year (land Sabbath) and the first year of the subsequent 7 year sequence,
since there was no sowing/reaping during the 7th year land Sabbath. Also, there was neither sowing,
nor reaping during the year of Jubilee. So the 48th year of the Jubilee cycle had to provide produce for
FOUR years (the 48th, 49th, 50th and the first year of the subsequent Jubilee cycle).
My point: Just because there is nothing said about eating manna on New Moon days during the 40
year wilderness sojourn does not prove anything. This in no wise disproves the Creation Calendar.
Actually, the Jubilee cycle proves just the opposite. The day(s) of New Moon interrupt(s) the weeks,
and the 50th year interrupts the seven 7 year counts, it cannot double as the first year of the following
Jubilee cycle because you can sow and reap on the first year of each land Sabbath, Leviticus 25:3.
Israel apparently fasted on New Moon, and in similar fashion, no one could sow and reap during the
50th year of Jubilee, Leviticus 25:11. New Moon days are a third category of day; the year of Jubilee
is a third category of year. It is neither one of the six year of sowing/reaping, nor is it a 7th year land
Sabbath.
In this manner, God showed His people exactly how the weekly cycle functioned, and which
day was THE SABBATH!
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That is correct. It is only a ONE week sample size, says nothing about consecutive uninterrupted
weeks, but very much identifies the weekly Sabbaths on the 8th, 15th, 22nd and 29th days of the lunar
month.
In fact, every Sabbath that can be date identified in Scripture falls on the 8th, 15th, 22nd or 29th day of
the month, without exception. http://www.creationcalendar.com/CalendarIssue/28-8-15-2229_Proof.pdf, click on the link for an eye-opening study.
THIS WAS A PLAIN AND SIMPLE WEEKLY CYCLE. Every seventh day, then, was the
SABBATH! That is plainly what this Scripture is telling us.
No, Scripture is not telling us that every seventh day is the Sabbath. It says that the seventh day of
EVERY WEEK is the Sabbath. Remember, the example in Exodus 16 is only a ONE week sample
size. You must take into account all other calendar information before you can come to any
conclusion. As long as New Moon is not a week day, yet occurs every month, then the weeks are not
consecutive seven day counts.
Yet in his reconstruction (or destruction) of the week and Sabbath day sequence, Keyser utterly
DESTROYS and demolishes GOD'S WEEKLY SABBATH, which occurs every seventh day,
according to this plain Scripture! He claims, "Oh no! Wait a minute! You've got to insert the NEW
MOON days or days every month!"
And WHAT plain Scripture is that Elder Dankenbring? You have offered not a shred of evidence that
the seven day weeks are sequential or uninterrupted. See evidence on pages 8-9 above. And, yes, you
must include the New Moon days every month. No Scriptural (lunar) month exists without them, and
without them, there is no feast calendar.
Keyser observes the seventh day of the week (the Creation calendar week) as the weekly Sabbath.
He's neither destroying nor demolishing Yah's weekly Sabbath. He is remembering and honoring it.
But where do you read any such thing in this plain commandment of the Lord?
In this passage of Scripture, God says, "Behold, I will rain bread from the heavens for you; and
the people shall go out and gather a day's portion every day, that I may PROVE them, whether they will
walk in My law or not" (Exo.16:4, AB).
Later God said to Moses, when some people defiantly went out to gather manna on the seventh
day -- the Sabbath, "How long do you [people] refuse to keep My commandments and My laws?"
(verse 18).
Clearly, this episode when Israel came out of Egypt shows us how to figure the week and
weekly Sabbath. It is EVERY SEVENTH DAY! There is no hint, clue, or indication whatsoever that
any "new moon" madness was also to be considered and calculated into the weekly cycle! That is
sheer nonsense! If the new moons had to be considered, and factored in, don't you think God would
have said so? If they were to change every month, isn't it strange that God left His people without any
indication thereof in this seminal, foundational passage?
Elder Dankenbring, you really should relax and THINK about your comments above for a moment.
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You are getting increasingly exercised while the manna issue is only a ONE week sample from the
15th to the 22nd of the month. New Moon is the first day of the month. Exodus 16 says NOTHING
about what YHWH or Israel did with manna on New Moon. You know it, and I know you know it.
So stop blathering on as if you have found the secret that unlocks all mysteries. The more you say, the
more ignorant you appear and the more you poke the sleeping bear.
There is nothing in Exodus 16 that indicates that the weekly Sabbath is EVERY SEVENTH DAY!!!
Of course this passage says nothing about New Moon. New Moon does not occur between the 15th
and the 22nd day of the month. That the Almighty did not say anything about New Moon is not
evidence here. New Moon was not in the equation, so you have to look elsewhere for evidence. I did
just that and share it on pages 15-16 above.
Is it strange that YHWH said nothing about how the New Moon affects the weekly cycle in Exodus
16? It isn't to me. New Moon was not the issue, the Sabbath was. And elsewhere in Scripture, the
New Moon is revealed as a third category of day, it is not necessary to repeat it here just to appease
Elder Dankenbring and his false doctrine. Isaiah 28:9-8, here a little, there a little. You have to look
in different places sometimes to find the answers. You do not get to put YHWH in a box and insist
that something CANNOT be so because the complete truth was not spelled out in the particular way or
in a particular passage you happen to be presenting as evidence.
How could God even begin to expect His people to keep His Sabbaths properly, if you didn't
even tell them they had to CHANGE IT every month, and keep the new moon days as NON-WEEK
days, outside of the days of the week?
Why should YHWH have to explain New Moon here when it was clearly spelled out elsewhere--when
the Sabbath was the issue?
This passage in Exodus 16 explodes the theory of a changing Sabbath day every month! How
so? Because it is the foundation Scripture showing us HOW AND WHEN to observe the Sabbath -and it makes NO MENTION of any 'new moon" days to base the Sabbath upon!
So, we only have to observe the 22nd day of the second month as the Sabbath? That must be all
because that is the ONLY Sabbath explicitly named in Exodus 16. This was not a complete
presentation of the weekly Sabbath Elder Dankenbring, it was the RE-introduction of the Sabbath to
Israel. It was a ONE WEEK TEST. It was meant to teach them that the first 5 work days one portion
of manna was to be collected, but on the sixth day of the week a double portion was to be collected.
That is ALL that was taught in this passage. This is not an all encompassing example of Sabbath
observation. When other passages in Scripture prove that the New Moon day is not a week day, then it
is not a week day anywhere in Scripture. This "truth" must then be applied to all other calendar
equations in Scripture.
1+1+1=3
How convenient for Dankenbring that he denies that the New Moon is a third category of day.
So what do we see, here? Keyser's teaching destroys the weekly Sabbath sequence, as Exodus
16 reveals. [Actually, it upholds the Sabbath teaching.] It ignores this sequence, as God reveals it, and
claims it is false. He inserts "new moon" days each month, which are not counted in the "week."
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Um, Elder Dankenbring, did Keyser create, establish and include the New Moon to Yah's calendar
months, or did YHWH do it? Your ignorance knows no bounds it seems.
With sheer audacity, he has forsaken the right way, and under the influence of Satan the devil
he does the bidding of Satan, and destroys God's weekly Sabbath, preserved by God's people, down
through the centuries --as being every seventh day, just as Exodus 16 clearly implies!
Blathering, more blathering. Dankenbring is merely bouncing the rubble of his already destroyed
Sabbath model. He's offering no evidence, simply repeating what he believes without any
corroborative evidence. An example of blind ignorance (leaning toward arrogance) at its finest.
Stop and think for a moment. IF there were any intervening "new moon" days, in calculating
the weekly Sabbath day, don't you think God would have SAID SO, IN THIS PASSAGE, which tells us
WHEN the Sabbath occurs?
Why, if Keyser were right, then God MISINFORMED His people
-- because He clearly implied the SABBATH would be EVERY
SEVENTH DAY -- and He told them nothing about, "Oh, by the
way, each month you will need to subtract the New Moon days
FROM the weekly cycle, and not count them!"
Are you, dear reader, going to swallow such nonsense?
Are you, ladies and gentlemen of the jury, going to sit idly by while Elder Dankenbring insists on
putting YHWH in a box and demanding that YHWH must present His evidence in a certain way
(primarily in a manner that appeases Dankenbring)?
For My thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your ways My ways, saith YHWH.
For as the heavens are higher than the earth, so are My ways higher than your ways, and My
thoughts than your thoughts. Isaiah 55:8-9

Let's recapitulate, for a moment:
Indeed, just as a dog returns to his vomit.
Genesis 1 clearly shows, David, (?) that the week was established by GOD Himself, and was
entirely INDEPENDENT of any and all astronomical or celestial phenomena. It was clearly delineated
as the seventh day following six days, and so forth, for all perpetuity. The SEVENTH day is the
Sabbath --PERIOD! [True, the 7th day Sabbath follows 6 work days.] Nowhere does the Bible say
there are "intervening MOON DAYS which interrupt the seven day weekly cycle!
Au Contraire, Genesis 1 reveals a New Moon that is counted just as every subsequent New Moon, as a
day of the month, but excluded from the week. Behold the Creation week...
New
Moon
(Genesis
1:1-2)
1

Day 1 of
week
(Genesis
1:3-5)
2

Day 2 of
week
(Genesis1:68)
3

Day 3 of
week
(Genesis
1:9-13)
4

Day 4 of
week
(Genesis
1:14-19)
5
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Day 5 of
week
(Genesis
1:20-23)
6

Day 6 of
week
(Genesis
1:24-31)
7

7th day
Sabbath
(Genesis
2:1-3)
8

And, for the record, Elder Dankenbring does err, not knowing the Scriptures. Genesis 1:1-2, together
with Ezekiel 46:1, Amos 8:5, Isaiah 66:23 and II Kings 4:23 combine to reveal that the New Moon is
not a week day. This is using Test 3 on p. 11 above.
Exodus 16 also plainly shows the way to count the weekly cycle is every seven days -- with
absolutely NO REGARD for any so-called "new moon days"!
This so-called "new truth," which has evidently picked up from some very questionable and
dubious sources, is sheer RUBBISH! It is a cunningly devised "doctrine of demons" (I Tim.4:1-3).
Any who fall for this seductive, slickly polished and packaged garbage are certainly NOT among God's
true "elect" (Matt.24:24).
It is not "new truth". It is an old truth, established at the very beginning of earth's history. Isaiah
58:11-14
I guess in order to please Elder Dankenbring, we need sources less dubious than Scripture, nature and
numerous scholars from first century Hebrew historian, Philo, to modern Jews. Don't tell me, let me
guess. Dankenbring believes himself to be a better resource than the ones Keyser and I have found.
Yeah, well, that's not gonna happen.
Dankenbring, were he truly concerned about the Lunar Sabbath and Lunar Sabbatarians, would go
about this rebuttal in a much more mature and intelligent manner than the above paragraph. Clearly,
Dankenbring is hurt by his friend leaving him for what he sees as a false doctrine, but attempting to
shame Keyser, a full grown, intellectually developed adult, is a rather juvenile response.
Proof #3 -- the Sabbath Command
Again, if there were to be "new moon" days to be figured into calculating the t rue (sic) Sabbath
every month, then surely somewhere in His Word -- His instruction manual for all mankind -- God
would have clearly stated this fact.
Then why is it to be found nowhere in Scripture?
Genesis 1:1-2, together with Ezekiel 46:1, Amos 8:5, Isaiah 66:23 and II Kings 4:23 are clearly in
Scripture Elder Dankenbring. I'm sure Elder Keyser offered these passages to you, why are you
ignoring them? Every nation on earth had a lunar-solar calendar until about the 8th or 7th century B.C.
The tower of Babel was built using the language of Eden (heaven actually). So Yah “dented” the
original language of earth, making many where there had been only one. Likewise, once scattered,
heathens segregated into their different language groups and were worshipping their pagan deities
using the CALENDAR of Eden (of heaven really). It if ain't broke, don't fix it. The lunar-solar
calendar was the only calendar known to man at that time, so Yah slightly altered the relationship
between the earth, sun and moon knowing full well that only His people would continue to observe His
appointed times using the original calendar and instructions in Scripture while the pagans, under no
such restraint, would create calendars of their own to suit their own pagan ideals. This calendar
scramble is historically known to have taken place in the 8th or 7th century B.C.
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At the Tower of Babel Yah altered the languages of the earth, leaving behind a remnant of the original
with the Shemites who were in mountains to the east and who would have maintained the original
language of Eden -- Genesis 10:31 to 11:9. In a similar fashion, Yah “dented” the original calendar of
earth, ultimately causing many differing calendars where there had been only one True Calendar. The
righteous patriarchs and ultimately the nation of Israel continued to observe this calendar because they
were given only these calendar instructions in Scripture. This dent caused only two previously unencountered calendar issues. Originally there were always 2 days of New Moon every month and
there were always 12 months every year. With whatever YHWH did to His calendar in the cosmos,
the moon was moved a half day closer to earth making a 29.5 day lunar cycle where there had
originally been a 30 day cycle, and the sun moved a little more than 5 days further away, making a
365.2324 day year where there had originally been a 360 day year.
Interestingly enough, there is not a single command in Torah that says, Thou shalt have 30 days in a
month. Or Thou shalt have 12 months in a year. So the resulting changes Israel had to make to
continue to observe the Creation Calendar broke no statutes. At times, now, they had 29 day months,
meaning some months had only one day of New Moon, where there had originally always been two.
And now, 7 times every 19 years, a 13th month had to be added to keep Passover in line with the
barley harvest in spring.
The Father did not HAVE to spell it out every time there is a calendar or Sabbath issue. He VERY
clearly revealed the nature of the New Moon right from Creation. To demand that YHWH should have
done this or that is rather brazen, especially when He already has done what Elder Dankenbring is
demanding, he's just ignoring it.
If such were the case, then surely when God gave the Ten Commandments to His people Israel
at Mount Sinai, and gave them His Sabbath commandment, He would have told them how to figure
the Sabbath! Wouldn't He?
Let's notice God's own words in Exodus 20:8-11:
"[Earnestly] remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy [withdrawn
from common employment and dedicated to God]. SIX DAYS shall
you labor and do all your work. But the SEVENTH DAY IS A
SABBATH to the Lord your God; in it you shall not do any work,
you, or your son, your daughter, your manservant, your maidservant,
your domestic animals, or the sojourner within your gates.

`

"For in SIX DAYS the Lord made heavens and earth, the sea, and all
that is in them, and RESTED THE SEVENTH DAY. That is why
the Lord blessed the sabbath day and hallowed it [set it apart for His
purposes]" (Exodus 20:8-11, Amplified).

Notice! God's Word here plainly says we are to work SIX days, and then REST on the Sabbath
day -- a seven day cycle -- with absolutely NO MENTION OF ANY "MOON DAYS"!
My comment above applies here.
We don't get to make demands on YHWH. He is the Potter, WE are the clay. We accept what
information we are given and are happy with it. We are in no position to say to the Potter, "Hey, what
do you think you are doing?"
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Woe unto him that striveth with his Maker! Let the potsherd strive with the potsherds of the earth.
Shall the clay say to him that fashioneth it, “What makest thou?” or thy work, “He hath no
hands?”
Woe unto him that saith unto his father, “What begettest thou?” or to the woman, “What hast
thou brought forth?”
Thus saith YHWH, the Set-Apart One of Israel, and his Maker, “Ask Me of things to come concerning
My sons, and concerning the work of My hands command ye Me.
I have made the earth, and created man upon it: I, even My hands, have stretched out the heavens,
and all their host have I commanded.
I have raised him up in righteousness, and I will direct all his ways: he shall build My city, and he
shall let go My captives, not for price nor reward,” saith YHWH of hosts. Isaiah 45:9-13. See also

Isaiah 64:8, Isaiah 29:15-16
This is the plainly given law of the Sabbath day. This is what God commanded on top of
Mount Sinai, to all His people! Since there is no mention of any "new moon" days which interrupt the
weekly cycle of seven, therefore we must discard such a theory as FALSE!
NOTICE! The 4th commandment listed in Deuteronomy 5:12-15 is also the plainly given law and
links the weekly Sabbath to the day of the exodus.
12 Keep the sabbath day to sanctify it, as YHWH your Elohim has commanded you.
13 Six days you shall labor and do all your work.
14 But the seventh day shall be the sabbath of YHWH your Elohim. In it you shall not do any work,
you, nor your son, nor your daughter, nor your manservant, nor your maidservant, nor your ox,
nor your ass, nor any of your cattle, nor your stranger inside your gates, so that your manservant
and your maidservant may rest like yourself.
15 And remember that you were a slave in the land of Egypt, and YHWH your Elohim brought you out
from there with a mighty hand and with a stretched-out arm. Therefore YHWH your Elohim
commanded you to keep the sabbath day.
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Indeed, the weekly Sabbath is linked to Creation week in Exodus 20:8-11, but the Sabbath is linked to
the day of the exodus in Deuteronomy. That day was Abib 15. And the ONLY way that Abib 15 can
be the Sabbath every year is if New Moon is NOT counted against the week. Exodus 12 proves that
Israel was delivered the day after Passover, which is Abib 14. The day after Abib 14 is Abib 15.
Numbers 33: 2-3 is a second witness. Are you going to tell me that YHWH, the Creator Almighty is
going to link the weekly Sabbath with Creation week AND as well as a memorial to the exodus, but is
not smart enough to establish a calendar where Abib 15 is the Sabbath every year?
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Come now, let us reason together.
Proof #4 -- How to Figure the Sabbath
PROOF #4? I must have lost track somewhere. I'm still waiting for the first one.
In Leviticus 23, God commands us how to count the feast day of Pentecost, or the "feast of
Weeks," which falls 50 days from the day which begins the count. We read:
"And you shall count from the day after the sabbath [Passover
annual sabbath, or Nisan 15], from the day that you brought the
sheaf of the wave offering [the "omer"], SEVEN SABBATHS;
(SEVEN FULL WEEKS) SHALL THEY BE; COUNTING
FIFTY DAYS TO THE DAY AFTER THE SEVENTH SABBATH"
(Leviticus 23:15-16).

Now let's get this! In counting the "omer," we are to count "fifty days" -- which we are told is
seven weeks, plus one day (Lev.23:15). [No sir, that is not what you were told. It says count
SABBATHS, not every day of the month. JUST Sabbaths. This passage never says to number 50
days from wavesheaf. And the translation (no indication given which one it is) is terrible.] Seven
Sabbaths or weeks is stated to be complete (49 days), and the next day is stated to be the "fiftieth day"
(v.16).
Not what it says. We are only told to number 50 days once we get to the morrow AFTER the seventh
Sabbath. This "morrow after" is a divider between the first and second segment of the count.
Some have pointed out that “ad” or “od” (Strong’s H-5704, H-5703) does NOT mean “FROM” the
morrow after the 7th Sabbath, but H-4480 DOES. Guess where THAT word is?
Leviticus 23:16 Even unto5704 the morrow4480, 4283 after the seventh7637 sabbath7676 shall ye number5608
fifty2572 days;3117 and ye shall offer7126 a new2319 meat offering4503 unto YHWH.3068
Look at what Strong’s says about H-5704 “whether of space (even unto) or time (during, while,
until)”. Leviticus 23:16 is about time, not space, so we’ve been applying the word in the wrong
manner all along. The Hebrew actually could be translated: WHILE FROM the morrow (after the)
seventh Sabbath (shall ye) number fifty days (and ye shall) offer a new meat offering (unto) YHWH.
The Fenton Translation is the ONLY translation that seems to be honest with this evidence:
You shall also count for yourselves from the day after the Sabbath that you bring the Wave-Sheaf,
seven Sabbaths. They must be complete.
Then after the seventh Sabbath, you shall count fifty days, when you shall present a new offering to the
Ever-Living. Leviticus 23:15-16
If you will read the context of Leviticus 23:15-16, the 50 days are numbered from the morrow after
the seventh Sabbath, not from Wave Sheaf. Consider the following calendar with the New Moon days
put in an easier position, yet still outside the ranks of the common work day.
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There are actually 4 steps, and I will follow all 4 of the commands for the count to Pentecost given in
Leviticus 23:15-16:
1. The count is required to start “from the morrow after the Sabbath” [Abib 16]
2. There is required to be seven complete Sabbaths as a part of the complete count
3. New Moon days are not part of the week, so they are not included while numbering Sabbaths.
If New Moon days WERE included, there are actually 51-53 days from wavesheaf to the
morrow after the seventh Sabbath, not 50.
4. There is to be a total of fifty days numbered from the morrow after the seventh Sabbath
Here is how you count seven Sabbaths Elder Dankenbring, you ignore New Moon days (in blue)...
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This is how you count 50 days. Please count the underlined days listed above. The 9th day of the third
month is the morrow after the seventh Sabbath. This is not the first day of the 50 because the
command is to count 50 days FROM the morrow after the seventh Sabbath, not 50 days from the
seventh Sabbath. Also, when counting 50 days, New Moon days must be included because they are
individual days on the monthly calendar, they are just not included when counting Sabbaths complete
(complete weeks). The count to Pentecost ends on the 29th day of the 4th month.
Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, please tell me which count fits the evidence in Scripture.
And guess what? The wheat planted in Scriptural time was harvested in the summer, the same season
as the grapes and olives and figs. For a short study on this issue, click here:
http://www.creationcalendar.com/CalendarIssue/16-QT-WhatSeasonWheatHarvested.pdf.
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For a complete study on the REAL count to Pentecost, click here:
http://www.creationcalendar.com/CalendarIssue/17-FeastOfWeeks.pdf
The Father, for reasons known only to Him, offered an equation rather than a date for Shavuot (aka:
Feast of Weeks or Pentecost). My theory (and I am speculating) is that YHWH foreknew that there
would be a counterfeit count (the one Dankenbring is offering) so He established an equation that
truthseekers would find and use to determine that Feast of Weeks is on the 29th day of the 4th month
which is in agreement with the Lunar Calendar established at Creation, while nay-sayers, reading the
SAME EXACT text, would come to a different conclusion.
There is clearly NO NEW MOON DAYS interrupting this clear cycle of seven weeks (7 days
each), equaling 49 days, followed by Pentecost! Adding in "new moon" days would have clearly
destroyed this simple COUNTING, as God commanded!
If all you were told to count is seven Sabbaths, how is ignoring the New Moon days a destruction of
the simple count? New Moon days are not Sabbaths. Actually, counting EVERY day from wavesheaf
is the destruction of the count and a violation of Deuteronomy 4:2 since you were only told to number
Sabbaths.
Isn't this plain enough? Let's THINK about it, and not allow John Keyser's nonsense to trip us
up! This passage telling us how to count the "omer" till Pentecost is FATAL to Keyser's new moonSabbath theory!
Please examine the study at the above link and then tell me whose is presenting the nonsense.
Notice also God's command in counting the weeks from the barley harvest's beginning until the
Feast of Weeks (Pentecost), as it is given in the book of Deuteronomy:
"You shall count SEVEN WEEKS [seven weeks of seven days each
equals 49 days]; begin to number the seven weeks from the time you
begin to put the sickle to the standing grain. Then you shall keep the
FEAST OF WEEKS to the Lord your God . . ." (Deut.16:9-10).

Deuteronomy 16 is not admissible as evidence because it omits quite a number of things, parts of
some feasts, omitting other feasts entirely. Please read about the other feasts listed in Deuteronomy
16. None of them have all their details mentioned. Deuteronomy 16 seems to be a review of some
sort and certainly cannot be used to support Dankenbring's conclusion. Wave sheaf is not mentioned
in Passover/Unleavened Bread. Counting 50 days is not mentioned in Feast of Weeks. The 8th day is
not listed in the recounting of Tabernacles. Aren't these parts important to these feasts?
Day of Atonement and Feast of Trumpets are omitted entirely. Aren't these feasts vitally important? If
we don't have to count 50 days from the morrow AFTER the seventh Sabbath complete as we were
instructed in Leviticus 23, then based on Deuteronomy 16 we don't have to observe wavesheaf or the
8th day of Tabernacles either (or observe Day of Atonement or Trumpets at all). See my point?
Gotta read EVERYTHING in context. I was hit with this very argument from Deuteronomy 16
several years ago. So I read it, the whole thing, not just the part about Pentecost. When I did it
became very clear that Deuteronomy 16 is not instructional and was not meant to be doctrinal, it was
review in which just the basics were covered or simply a reminder.
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We have all been so indoctrinated with a lie that we gloss over the words that are actually there (or not
there in this case). It never ceases to amaze me how blind I am (and would remain were it not for the
indwelling of Yah's Spirit). And I never cease to be amazed at the blindness of those who think
themselves so wise that they fight against YHWH.
Deuteronomy 16 clearly states that seven weeks, of seven days each, were to be numbered -with no mention of any intervening "new moon" days! Thus either God was miserably incompetent
and a poor communicator, when He gave His commandments to Israel, and left a lot to be desired in
His instructions -- or else Keyser's theory is so much sheer bunk -- hogwash -- fit only to slop the
pagan hogs!
Which do you believe?
Oh my. I suppose one man's hogwash is another man's treasure. If Dankenbring is going to label the
truth as hogwash (only in an effort to cow his readers to accepting his point of view), then any truth
seeker in his presence is forced to say he believes the hogwash.
You can paint a leopard white and call it a puppy, but it will still mature into a dangerous, devouring
beast. A name does not alter the evidence, nor change the facts.
I am rather displeased at the strong-arm tactics wielded by Elder Dankenbring in an effort to dissuade
his readers from examining the Lunar Sabbath evidence. He has no "truth" to back up his position, so
he's painting the Lunar Sabbath and Lunar Sabbath proponents as darkly as possible.
Shame on him.
Proof from the Sabbath Year Cycle
Also, notice the same PATTERN in God's Word concerning the Sabbatical years, and the
Jubilee years. Israel was to sow and plant for six years; and the seventh year was a LAND REST
(Leviticus 25:3-4). Verse 8 says,
"And thou shalt number SEVEN SABBATHS OF YEARS unto
thee, SEVEN TIMES SEVEN YEARS; and the space of the seven
sabbaths of years shall be unto thee FORTY NINE YEARS"
(Lev.25:8).

Do we get it? Do we see what this means? Do we understand it?
Yes, I get it. You don't even understand what you are saying or trying to use as evidence. Just watch.
Here is God's own pattern, with His own imprint. He Himself tells us how to number
SABBATICAL YEARS, WHICH ARE PATTERNED ON THE WEEK ITSELF!
Just as the omer count is forty nine days (seven weeks of seven days), leading up to Pentecost,
SO THE ANNUAL SABBATHS, which occur every seventh year, without any interruptions, also are
seven times seven,, or forty nine YEARS, and the following year is THE JUBILEE YEAR -- the
FIFTIETH YEAR (Lev.25:10-11).
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There isn’t a set of weeks in Scripture that is not interrupted by something. The weeks are interrupted
by New Moon days, and the land Sabbaths are interrupted by the Jubilee. Here is the proof…
You can sow and reap on the first year of each land Sabbath cycle…
Six years thou shalt sow thy field, and six years thou shalt prune thy vineyard, and gather in the fruit
thereof. Leviticus 25:3
So you can sow and reap in years 1-2-3-4-5-6. In order to have an unbroken cycle of seven year land
Sabbath cycles, many want you to believe that the 50th year (the year of Jubilee) is the first year of the
next land Sabbath cycle. Well, let me lay this to rest right here and now…
A Jubilee shall that fiftieth year be unto you: ye shall not sow, neither reap that which groweth of itself
in it, nor gather the grapes in it of thy vine undressed. Leviticus 25:11
Jubilee is the 50th year of a 50 year cycle. If it were the first year of the next Jubilee cycle it would be
called the first year, not the fiftieth. If it were the first year of the next land Sabbath cycle, you would
be able to sow and reap as Leviticus 25:3 says that you can sow and reap during the first SIX years.
There are no exceptions to this rule. If there were, we would have been told what the exceptions were.
The days of New Moon interrupt the weeks, and the 50th year interrupts the seven 7 year counts, it
cannot double as the first year of the following Jubilee cycle because you can sow and reap on the first
year of each land Sabbath. New moon days are a third category of day; the year of Jubilee is a third
category of year. It is neither one of the six years of sowing/reaping, nor is it a 7th year land Sabbath.
Do you get it? Do you see what this means? Do you understand it? The New Moon interrupts the
weekly cycle in the EXACT SAME MANNER as the year of Jubilee interrupts the land Sabbath cycle,
so why do you think you can use this to prove an uninterrupted weekly cycle?
Think about it! [Think being the operative word here.] There is obviously NO ROOM FOR
ANY "NEW MOON" YEARS IN THE SABBATH YEAR CYCLE, nor in the OMER CYCLE, nor
are there any "new moon" days interrupting the WEEKLY SABBATH CYCLE!
Oh REALLY? Then please explain how the 50th year (Jubilee) is not part of the previous 49 year
cycle or the subsequent 49 year cycle. Big words + no research + ALL CAPS = big mouth.
1+1+1=3
John Keyser's so-called "new truth" is only Satan's newest tactic and device to attempt to
DESTROY God's people. His teaching is sheer "loony tunes" -- sheer "lunacy." It is "moon
madness"!
Yup. I was right. This is nothing more than a grade-school attempt to shame Elder Keyser. A spitting
contest. My dad can beat up your dad kind of juvenile ignorance. Elder Dankenbring cannot bring
forth any evidence against the Lunar Sabbath, so he's attacking the Lunar Sabbatarian. This is so
frustrating, but so predictable. Elder Dankenbring has simply lowered the bar as to how low a satyrday
Sabbatarian will stoop in his misguided attempt to overthrow the Sabbath of YHWH. Just pitiful.
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I am actually embarrassed for Elder Keyser's sake.
Remember, we READ in Exodus 20, where God gives His original Sabbath Commandment,
where God says: "Six days shalt thou labor, and do all thy work: But the SEVENTH day is the
Sabbath of the Lord thy God . . . For in SIX days the Lord made heaven and earth . . . and rested the
SEVENTH day: wherefore the Lord blessed the sabbath day, and hallowed IT" (Exo.20:9-11). The
true Sabbath of God occurs EVERY SEVENTH DAY in a weekly cycle which began with the Act of
Creation itself!
That is not what it says, and repeating it, (What, a dozen times now?) will not make it true. New Moon
day is a third category of day, it is not part of the week (any week) and interrupts the weekly cycle
every month. Elder Dankenbring, you have repeatedly presented ONE week sample sizes in a weak
attempt to prove an unbroken cycle of 7 day weeks. What don't you understand about a ONE week
sample size not being enough information to discern a cycle?
Why do you continue to refute and ignore the very plain Scriptures that prove the New Moon is a third
category of day? You don't know what to do with one, so you accuse Lunar Sabbatarians of calendar
misdeeds that they are not guilty of. They are using ALL the information given in Scripture about the
month and week BEFORE they come to a conclusion.
He that answereth a matter before he heareth it, it is folly and shame unto him. Proverbs 18:13
Wherefore let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall. 1 Corinthians 10:12
A wise man feareth, and departeth from evil: but the fool rageth, and is confident. Proverbs 14:16

How plain! No "new moon" days to figure in! [How ignorant!] Simply count six, then
observe the SEVENTH day -- in an ongoing, perpetual CYCLE! God's Word is PLAIN! It does not
need rocket scientists or self-ordained "scholars" to interpret it for us! [True. My youngest son and
first grandson when they were 4 years old could easily identify a Sabbath moon.] God never intended
His Sabbath cycle to be "lost" -- and it never has been! [How ignorant. It was forgotten during the
Egyptian captivity, and every time Israel went into apostasy, as well as that time in Lamentations 2:6
when YHWH said that He Himself CAUSED Israel to forget the Sabbath. Yeah, reread the 3 texts
above.] God would never leave His true people in sheer ignorance of one of the basic, one of the very
Ten Commandments, down through 1,500 years, to the present!
And He [YHWH] hath violently taken away His tabernacle, as if it were of a garden: He hath
destroyed His places of the assembly: YHWH hath caused the solemn feasts and sabbaths to be
forgotten in Zion, and hath despised in the indignation of his anger the king and the priest.
Lamentations 2:6

You know, a puppy eventually learns to stop pooping on the carpet if you rub his nose in his misdeed.
I hold out no such aspirations for Elder Dankenbring. He is used to believing what he wants and
thinking that what he believes is the truth regardless of the evidence.
Time, among the Hebrews, has NEVER been lost! The knowledge of the weekly cycle has
NEVER been lost!
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Such a bold and ignorant statement. I really should not point it out, but he poked the sleeping bear. I
did not.
And He [YHWH] hath violently taken away His tabernacle, as if it were of a garden: He hath
destroyed His places of the assembly: YHWH hath caused the solemn feasts and sabbaths to be
forgotten in Zion, and hath despised in the indignation of his anger the king and the priest.
Lamentations 2:6

“The New Moon is still, and the Sabbath originally was, dependent upon the lunar cycle.” Universal
Jewish Encyclopedia, p. 410.
Agreed, time has not been lost. Every second can be accounted for. But the ability to correctly discern
the Sabbath is a gift left to the children of the King. Forgetting when the Sabbath is a curse from
YHWH. Rediscovering the Sabbath of Creation is our gift to YHWH. Supporting a Sabbath on the
7th day of the pagan/papal calendar, demanding that it is the Sabbath of YHWH and ignoring all other
evidence is a gift to the papacy and the Adversary.
New Moons and Sabbaths
In a vain attempt to "prove" the new moons influence the weekly Sabbath cycle, the claim has
been made that Ezekiel 46 provides evidence to that effect. But does it?
Well .... yeah! Elder Dankenbring is about to prove this for me.
Let's read this Scripture, and see what it really says! Notice it. In Ezekiel 46:1:
"Thus said the Lord God; The gate of the inner court that looketh toward
the east shall be shut the six working days; but on the Sabbath it shall be
opened, AND in the day of the new moon it shall be opened" (v.1).

Clearly, the new moon day was NOT the same as the sabbath day -- they were two different
days. This passage simply says that during the six work days of the week, this gate was to be closed,
but opened on the weekly Sabbath. What is so difficult to understand about that?
Because it was also open on New Moon, which is not one of the SIX work days, and according to
Dankenbring "new moon day was NOT the same as the sabbath day." If New Moon is NOT a Sabbath,
and it is NOT one of the SIX work days, then where does it fit on a calendar?
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Might it look like this? If New Moon is not a Sabbath or work day, then it is a third category of day.
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And you got this right out of Dankenbring's mouth. He correctly said after reading Ezekiel 46:1 that
the New Moon is not a Sabbath. And Ezekiel 46:1 also says that the gate is open on New Moon and
Sabbaths and CLOSED on all six work days. So if New Moon is not a Sabbath, they certainly cannot
fall on one of the six work days which would demand that the gate be closed. It ain't rocket science.
So I too have to ask, what is so difficult about this? Fact is that Elder Dankenbring has sold his soul to
defend a false doctrine. He is so blinded by his false doctrine that he could not understand the truth if
it were tattooed backward on his forehead so he could read it in every mirror. Only the truly blind
would think to use a text that supports the Lunar Sabbath in an effort to DISprove the Lunar Sabbath.
The passage also states that the gate is to be open on the day of the new moon (the first day of
each month). Notice, it does NOT say the "DAYS of the new moon," which Keyser insists occurs in
many months! With his theory, some months begin with TWO CONSE- CUTIVE (sic) "DAYS" of
the "New Moon"!
Well, now, this is a rather desperate (and ignorant) argument. It also says that the gate is open on the
Sabbath. Sabbath in the singular. So, open only one Sabbath a week, one Sabbath a month, or one
Sabbath a year, or perhaps the verse means EVERY Sabbath.
It this verse indicates that the gate is open every Sabbath, then so it is also open every New Moon day.
And as Keyser said (and Dankenbring argues against) there are sometimes two days of New Moon.
Originally there were always 2 days of New Moon, meaning 30 days in every month.
Genesis 7:11 says that the flood began on the 17th day of the second month. Genesis 8:4 says the
water prevailed upon the face of the earth until the 17th day of the seventh month. That is 5
months. Genesis 7:24 and 8:3 say that the water prevailed upon the earth for 150 days. 150 divided
by 5 = 30. So there were 5 consecutive 30 day months in Scripture, which is not possible with the
current relationship between the earth and moon. So, we have solid Scriptural proof that the months
were all 30 days in length. The lunar cycle is now 29.5 days rather than 30 day in length. Which
equates to some months being 29 days long, some being 30 days long.
History reveals that the year USED to be 360 days long (12 x 30 = 360). Every lunar-solar calendar of
antiquity was 360 days long, and all the timed prophecies in Daniel are BASED on a 360 day year (a
time, times and the dividing of time plays out as 360 + 720 + 180 = 1260). You know this Elder
Dankenbring, and I know you know it. Meaning there were originally 12 thirty day months in the year
in Scripture.
But think about this! NOWHERE in Scripture are we ever given the knowledge that there are
EVER "two consecutive New Moon days" to begin a Biblical month!
Oh really? Another prime example of someone opening their mouth before they examine the evidence.
I mean, really, Dankenbring is NOT an idiot, yet he keeps making the most idiotic statements
imaginable. And no one ever said that there are two New Moon days that BEGIN a Scriptural month.
Indeed, there is only ONE first day of the month. The other New Moon day is actually the 30th day of
the previous month. There is no visible moon on either day, qualifying it as New Moon day because if
there is a visible moon, it is one of the 28 visible phases of the moon and announces one of the 28
week days.
There is a two day new moon in the Old Testament:
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It was on the 29th day of the month that David said to Jonathan, “Tomorrow was the new moon.” (I
Samuel 20:5, Jonathan agreed in verse 18) David understood that there would be two days of feasting
(Day 30 and Day 1) which is why he requested that Jonathan come into field to shoot the arrows on the
third day (the day following the second day of the new moon celebration). David knew that the king
would expect him for the two days in question, and he was right. The king ignored his absence the
first day thinking him unclean or something, but was wroth when he was not there the second day - 1
Samuel 20:24-30. The underlying Hebrew in 1 Samuel 20:27, 34 where it says 2nd day of the month
literally means the 2nd day of the chodesh or new moon (celebration) not the 2nd day of the month as
translated. (I asked a Hebrew student). This man didn’t just convince me by his answer. Nature
did. Nature is the first gospel. There are sometimes one dark day after the last Sabbath of the month,
sometimes two. Here is this calendar puzzle on paper.
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Jonathan and David agreed upon the 29th day of the month. David was not at the Kings table on the
30th, nor on the 1st. Jonathan shot his arrows on the 2nd. When there are two days of new moon
celebration, the second is always the first day of the new month.
I can send you no "verification" other than to the Word itself. I have never seen a single study on this
point, other than one in opposition to it.
There is also a two day new moon in the NT:
But first I need to set the table. We know that Passover is on the 6th day or a preparation day of the
Israelite week (14th day of the month), followed by the 15th (the weekly Sabbath and first day of
Unleavened Bread). Here is a Gregorian calendar model with Abib 14 and Abib 15 in the appropriate
places as observed on a Lunar calendar....
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Please note that the 2nd is the seventh day of Paul's 7 day stay. Please also note that if there are ONLY
29 day months (or 29.5), you will NEVER solve this problem (see calendar model below) because the
seventh day of Paul's stay would have landed on the 3rd, and the 3rd is NEVER the first day of the
week in Scripture. It is physically NOT possible...
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Please read Acts 20:5-7 and put these dates on the calendar.
These going before tarried for us at Troas.
And we sailed away from Philippi after the days of unleavened bread (day 21), and came unto them to
Troas in five days (day 26); where we abode seven days .
And upon the first day of the week, when the disciples came together to break bread, Paul preached
unto them, ready to depart on the morrow; and continued his speech until midnight.
Paul left probably on the evening of the 21st (said he left after the days of Unleavened Bread) but he
could have left after the Sabbath (the 22nd). All that is necessary is for him to arrive in Troas 5 days
after the last day of UB. The number of travel days are not mentioned, and not necessary to know,
only that he arrived at Troas in 5 days after the end of the feast (arriving on the 26th of Abib). And at
Troas they abode 7 days (26-27-28-29-30-1-2) and he preached until midnight on the last night of his
stay (called the first day of the week), departing on the morrow (the second day of the week).
Count two calendar models up (above) is the 2nd of the month (above) the first day of the week? No,
it is the 3rd day of the week. Please note, if the 8th is the first Sabbath of the month, then the 2nd must
be the first day of the week. So this entire exercise is an effort to get day 2 into the first day of the
week column.
So, since that little exercise disproved their counterfeit calendar model, some try to manipulate the
calendar so Paul CAN leave on the first day of the week. Here is what THAT calendar model looks
like...
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They say that Passover (Abib 14) must have taken place on a wednesday, forcing the weekly Sabbath
to take place on the 17th. Now when Paul leaves on the evening of the 21st, arriving in Troas in 5 days
(Abib 26), and abodes there 7 days, (26-27-28-29-30-1-2) ready to depart on the morrow, the night he
preached was actually the first day of the week (at least on this calendar). Do you spot the problem? It
is highlighted in red (Abib 10). Abib 10 floats around on the Roman calendar.
If the 17th is the Sabbath of any month, so is the 10th. Do you remember what happened on Abib
10? The 10th day of Abib is a work/commerce day, the day to set aside the Passover Lamb. If you did
not own a lamb, you had to go and purchase one on THIS particular day. It cannot be a Sabbath. Ever.
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Isn’t it interesting how the Father maneuvered His commanded work days in such a fashion that they
would totally disrupt and destroy all the calendars of apostate man? The solution is to stop using men's
calendars (the 3 examples above) and to reject the opinions of men regarding the Scriptural calendar
and apply the ACTUAL Scriptural calendar. So, would you like to see how Abib 15 CAN be the
Sabbath and Paul CAN preach on the first day of the week, and prove that there are two days of New
Moon in the NT (which proves a day 30)? No problem...
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Here the New Moon days are a third category of day, not counting against the week (JUST like
Ezekiel 46:1 says), and Passover (Abib 14) can be the preparation day for the Sabbath of Abib 15, the
first day of Unleavened Bread, and Paul can preach on the first day of the week, ready to depart on the
morrow. Unleavened Bread is over on the 21st "day" of the first month. Paul arrived at Troas in 5
days (arriving on the 26th of Abib). And at Troas they abode 7 days (26-27-28-29-30-1-2) and he
preached until midnight on the last night of his stay, departing on the morrow (the 3rd).
There is always harmony in the truth. 1 + 1 + 1 always = 3.
Elder Dankenbring, this is not my first dance or my first rodeo. You have brought nothing to this party
that I have not seen before. The disharmony between the evidence you present and Scripture is overwhelming to everyone reading this but you.
Rather, all this passage in Ezekiel says is that the gate of the Temple, in the millennial reign of
Christ the Messiah, will be shut on the six working days of the week, but opened on the Sabbath, and
on the New Moon. The word "Sabbath" here can also refer to the annual holy days, which are also
called "sabbaths" (see Lev.23:24, 32, 39). On the holy days the gate will be opened -- but shut on all
other days!
Indeed, and incredibly, this proves the pagan/papal calendar with its uninterrupted seven day weeks is
not the calendar of Scripture.
Ezekiel, Sabbaths, and New Moons
Notice, another passage which discusses the weekly Sabbaths and New Moons. Some claim
that this passage shows a "link" between Sabbaths and New Moons, thereby proving the Sabbaths are
derived from the New Moons. Is this true? Notice what Ezekiel says:
"Likewise the people of the land shall worship at the door of this
gate before the Lord IN THE SABBATHS AND IN THE NEW
MOONS" (Ezek.46:3, KJV).

No, the Sabbaths were not derived from the New Moons, and no Lunar Sabbatarians makes this claim.
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They are similar, but were NOT created equal.
Clearly, Sabbaths and New Moons are two different things. [Agreed.] Just because they are
both mentioned in the same verse does not in any way prove the Sabbaths are derived from the New
Moons! [And no Lunar Sabbatarian that I know of believes that the Sabbath is derived from the New
Moon.] There is no mention that Sabbaths are based on a monthly lunar cycle, and therefore change
every month, in this verse. [No, but other verses do prove that the Sabbaths are based on a lunar
month, so what possible argument do you have Elder Dankenbring? And the Sabbaths do not change
every month in the Lunar calendar. They only change when you superimpose the pagan/papal calendar
over the calendar of Scripture, and this for the simple fact that you refuse to properly identify New
Moon as a third category of day.] Such a conclusion is reading into the text what simply is not there!
According to Keyser, this text demonstrates that the Sabbaths are dependent on the New
Moons, which means that in one month they would fall on a Monday, the next month on a
Wednesday, the next month on a Friday, or whatever -- the weekly Sabbath would fall on a different
day of the week each succeeding month of the year.
And Elder Keyser is absolutely, 100% correct. But in reality, mondays, or wednesdays or fridays fall
on the weekly Sabbath, not the other way around. The Father's calendar predates all man-made
calendars by over 1500 years.
The whole idea is preposterous -- has no proof whatsoever -- and smacks of Satanic influence
and diabolical deception.
Oh my. Dankenbring simply can't help himself can he? Whatever "preposterous" thing that enters his
mind, comes out his mouth. I have rarely seen so little discernment in an Elder.
So the Scriptural, natural and historical evidence I have provided smacks of Satanic influence. Remind
me to stand nowhere near Dankenbring on Judgment Day.
The point has been made that the fact that six working days occurs before the Sabbath means
that the annual holy days of God would therefore fall on a weekly Sabbath as well -- thus there would
always be six working days during the week, before either a new moon, or an annual Sabbath. This is
used by some to "prove" that the annual sabbaths must fall on a weekly Sabbath -- otherwise there
would not be "six working days" during that week.
Huh? (Laughing) This is more proof that Elder Dankenbring is doing nothing more than superimposing the pagan/papal calendar over the evidence Keyser is trying to present. That is the reason the
Lunar Sabbath sounds so stupid to Dankenbring, why he thinks it is ridiculous--because he is not
taking these calendar statements of Scripture and letting them stand alone and speak for themselves.
This claim, however, proves nothing. The fact is, even with Keyser's new theory, the holy days
of Shavuot (Pentecost) would still fall on a day other than a weekly Sabbath -- since it falls on Sivan 6.
[Um, no it does not. It falls on the 29th day of the 4th month, every year.] By his calendar, Sivan 1
would e a (sic) new moon day, and Sivan 2 would be the first day of the following week, making Sivan
6 fall on a Friday, every year. [Does Dankenbring think the pagan planetary week actually tracks
along with the lunar months? Oh wow! That is priceless. So the New Moon always falls a day before
sunday, so the 2nd day of the lunar month is always a sunday? And THAT ladies and gentlemen of the
jury should be the last bit of evidence for you to come to a conclusion regarding the Lunar Sabbath.
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Dankenbring clearly has absolutely no clue how the calendar of Scripture works, or the error of the
pagan/papal planetary week, or that the two calendars do not share a single segment of time in
common, and the above statement prove it beyond a shadow of doubt.] Likewise, the Day of
Atonement (Yom Kippur), which comes 10 days after Rosh Hashana (the new moon), would always
fall on a Monday, by his calendar. [Day of Atonement is an annual Sabbath. They can fall wherever
YHWH places them. They are not bound to the dates of the weekly Sabbath, nor should nay-sayers
expect them to be. Feast of Trumpets is another annual Sabbath that does not fall on the 8th, 15th,
22nd or 29th day of the lunar month.] This would clearly interrupt the "six days of work" leading up to
the weekly Sabbath during those particular weeks!
Not my law, not my call. He is the Potter, I am the clay. Dankenbring would do well to remember that
he is either a vessel made unto honor or a vessel unto dishonor (Romans 9:17-21). Day of Atonement
may be the most solemn feast day on the festival calendar, but it is also the most closely related to a
work day--for therein on that day we are to examine ourselves, to look introspectively into our lives in
order to make sure that there is no unforgiven sin left remaining from the previous year. Depending on
one's proclivity to sin, this could take hours of "work" to inspect and make right any sin left
unresolved. This, in my opinion, is why Day of Atonement falls on what would regularly be a work
day, because of all the Sabbaths in a year, it most closely resembles a work day.
Thus the fact that Ezekiel mentions 6 work days before the Sabbath does NOT prove the annual
holy days also must fall on a weekly Sabbath!
And no one said that they must.
All Ezekiel 46:1 shows us, therefore, is that the weekly Sabbaths and new moons are
DIFFERENT! [Agreed, the New Moon is in a different category than the Sabbaths, and both are
different from work days. And this proves that satyrday is the Sabbath how? And, this disproves the
Lunar Sabbath how?] That is very clear. It certainly provides no proof whatsoever that the sabbaths
are determined by the new moons! Merely being mentioned in the same verse together does not prove
a connection -- but merely an association. [Dankenbring completely MISSES the point of this verse.
Lunar Sabbatarians could care less that this verse does not mention that the Sabbaths are determined by
the moon, this evidence is found elsewhere. What this verse DOES prove is that there is no repeating
seven day weeks because the New Moon is DIFFERENT. Something that even Dankenbring
recognizes from this passage, he simply has no idea what it means when applied to a calendar, nor,
apparently, did he try to figure it out. Keyser did. Good for him.] In the book of Job we read where
Satan the devil appears before God -- but that does not mean they are "connected" in any way!
Oh brother. Another terribly ignorant comment from Elder Dankenbring. Desperation knows no
bounds. YHWH and Satan (our Adversary) are very much connected.
Satan (Lucifer) was created by YHWH, and please note that in Job chapters 1 and 2, Satan cannot do
anything to Job without YHWH's permission. A being that came into being by the creative force of
another being IS a connection. A being that cannot harm a child of the King without the King's
express permission is CONTROLLED by the King. A being that is controlled by another being IS a
connection.
If I have to report on Dankenbring sheer ignorance after every paragraph from this point on, this is
going to be my least favorite rebuttal. This is getting more nauseating by the page.
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Others have pointed out that there are eleven places in the Scriptures -- 11 -- where the
Sabbaths, New Moons, and annual Festivals of God are mentioned together. For example, see the
following: I Chron.23:32; II Chron.2:4; 8:3; 31:3; Ezra 3:5; Neh.10;33; Isaiah 1:14; Ezekiel 45:17,
46:3; and Hosea 2:11. Count them -- yes, eleven places! Is this supposed to "prove" something?
Only that the New Moon, weekly Sabbaths and annual Sabbaths are special dates on the calendar to
meet with YHWH. By implication, these verses prove that these special dates are NOT work days. So
without doing any heavy lifting, we have learned something about YHWH's calendar. And by
applying Isaiah 28:9-10, we learn that New Moon, work days and Sabbaths are THREE different
categories of day.
Not that I know of! Merely mentioning certain things together may merely prove that they are
loosely associated, or that they all derive from God, which is true. In looking these Scriptures up, I
found one common denominator -- in every case they were all associated with the special burnt
offerings God commanded on each of these days!
I agree. By themselves, these verses do not benefit a Lunar Sabbatarian any more than they do a
satyrday Sabbatarian. It is what you DO with these verses that either proves or disproves a particular
calendar model. Dankenbring looks at the verses and declares that they cannot be used to prove the
Lunar Sabbath. And he's correct. By themselves, they prove little. But they are a stepping stone (here
a little, there a little) to learning great and mighty truths.
But does that in any manner "prove" that the Sabbath "hangs" from the New Moon, and must
be calculated every month from that month's new moon? Again -- pure claptrap rubbish and nonsense!
Again with the hyperbole and ignorance. Elder Dankenbring, just because YOU do nothing with the
evidence that these verses only hint at does not mean that other children of the King are so inclined.
Please do not cast stones when you live in a glass house.
By John Keyser's configuration, the new moon day would always fall eight days before a
"sabbath day" -- which would suggest that it had to be a Sabbath as well -- except that he calls it a
"non-day" and not part of the "week"! [Keyser accurately calls it a non-day, meaning it is not a week
day, and Dankenbring adds to this his own supposition, that Keyser thinks that New Moon days fall on
the Sabbath (as if there are uninterrupted 7 day weeks in the Creation Calendar! Dankenbring is
adding his own inadvisable crap to Keyser's work. Keyser did not lead or mislead Dankenbring to this
erroneous conclusion.] Talk about "weird," "strange," and "bizarre"! The whole idea is utterly
grotesque! Keyser's teaching actually claims that the new moon days were NOT EVEN COUNTED,
but were separate and apart from any weekly cycle -- sort of "intervening days," if you please!
Yes it is strange and bizarre, but ONLY because you keep presenting Keyser's evidence through the
prism of the pagan/papal calendar. The Scriptural and modern calendar are NOT the same calendar
Elder Dankenbring. You would do well to remember that. You are talking about oranges, we are
talking about apples.
Doesn't this smack of sheer folly and nonsense? WHERE in the Scriptures do we find such a
thing? NOWHERE!
True, scripture says not to mix woolens with linens, but says nothing about mixing a pure calendar
with a pagan calendar. You have to hand it to Elder Dankenbring for his deft sleuthing ability.
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The Babylonian MYSTERIES
When we boil it all down, Keyser's own "proof" of the lunar-influenced week comes from bits
and pieces of PAGAN BELIEFS and practices, hinted at by scholars who believe the pagans had such
a lunar-weekly cycle. In fact, in an astonishing bit of sophistry, Keyser even admits his idea of a
LUNAR-BASED WEEK comes straight out of Babylon itself!
Notice! He quotes The New Schaff-Herzog Religious Encyclopedia as saying:
". . . there is general agreement that the seven-day period [as observed
by the Hebrews] was DERIVED FROM BABYLONIA, where it was
employed in pre-Semitic times -- this is confirmed by the fact that not
only were the seventh, fourteenth, twenty-first, and twenty-eighth days
of the month observed, but the nineteenth was also a special day . . ."
(vol.7, page 492, emphasis mine).

Read that again! Did you get it? This very quotation itself admits that the new moon-based
"Sabbath," with the 7th, 14th, 21st, and 28th days of the month observed as "sabbaths," DERIVES
FROM -- COMES FROM -- WHERE?
ANCIENT BABYLON!
This is one of many references that remind us that Babylon (and all ancient civilizations) had a lunarsolar calendar, including the Hebrews. Please see pages 3-7 above. There is plenty of evidence that
ANCIENT ISRAEL observed the lunar Sabbath! Israel observed the 8th, 15th, 22nd and 29th days of
the month as the Sabbath. Babylon did not as revealed above. How is this quote evidence against
Israel's lunar Sabbath?
And, for the record, this was not the only evidence offered by Elder Keyser. This is just the only
evidence Elder Dankenbring is letting readers have access to. Should any of us be surprised at this
point?
It was the pagan Babylonians who had such a cycle -- anything is possible in Satan's world.
But so what? God warns us: "LEARN NOT THE WAY OF THE HEATHEN . . . For the customs of
the people are VAIN" (Jeremiah 10:2-3). This very "authority" whom Keyser quotes, actually admits
the idea of the lunar-based week comes from BABYLON! Keyser even quotes this "authority" to prove
it! Well, since such is the case, then isn't that reason enough for us to REJECT IT as being PAGAN
and the creation of PAGAN IDOL WORSHIPPERS, and to have nothing whatsoever to do with it???
Actually, I misspoke. Israel did worship on satyrday. But it is a heathen observation. And I wish to
side with Elder Dankenbring here by asking you to "LEARN NOT THE WAY OF THE HEATHEN"...
I admit it, Israel worshiped on satyrday. But you have borne the tabernacle of your moloch [king] and
Chiun your images, the star of your god which you made for yourselves. Amos 5:26. Chiun is the
Hebrew word for Saturn. But that does not mean their worship was acceptable to YHWH. In this
verse Amos sees a day where Israel worships a star-god that they would make for themselves which
means that Israel would have been in apostasy at that time.
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Stephen, in Acts 7:43 quotes Amos and is translated as Remphan, which is Greek for Saturn. Satyrday
is ONLY a day found on the pagan seven day planetary week. Satyrday was the first day (not the
seventh) of this pagan calendar week from at LEAST 800 B.C. and perhaps further back. The Father’s
calendar is found in the sun and moon (the two great lights), not in the planets.
Why am I spelling it satyrday instead of saturn’s day? Because Saturn and the Satyr are both linked to
the same false system of worship.
Do this word study with your concordance. Isaiah 13:21 says… But wild beasts of the desert shall lie
there; and their houses shall be full of doleful creatures; and owls shall dwell there, and satyrs shall
dance there.
The wild beasts of the desert shall also meet with the wild beasts of the island, and the satyr shall cry
to his fellow; the screech owl also shall rest there, and find for herself a place of rest. Isaiah 34:14
In both cases, the Hebrew word here translated as satyr is Strong’s H8163.
It would seem that the Father stopped Israel’s satyrday observance early on. Speaking to Israel after
their deliverance from Egypt, YHWH said… And they shall no more offer their sacrifices unto devils,
after whom they have gone a whoring. This shall be a statute for ever unto them throughout their
generations. Leviticus 17:7. Notice the word for devils (below).
And they shall no 3808 more 5750 offer 2076 (853) their sacrifices 2077 unto devils, 8163 after 310
whom 834 they 1992 have gone a whoring. 2181 This 2063 shall be 1961 a statute 2708 forever 5769
unto them throughout their generations. 1755
Same Hebrew word, H 8163, Satyrs.
Jeroboam and his sons were later cursed for leading Israel BACK into idolatry. II Chronicles 11:15
says… And he [Jeroboam] ordained 5975 him priests 3548 for the high places, 1116 and for the
devils, 8163 and for the calves 5695 which 834 he had made. 6213
Same Hebrew word, H8163, Satyrs.
Jeroboam brought back what YHWH had removed from Israel in Leviticus 17. And nearly every time
Jeroboam’s name is mentioned thereafter it is either prefaced or followed by the statement, who has
made my people Israel to sin. Amos reminded Israel of their satyrday idolatry, Stephen repeated it and
it got him killed.
Let me share with you why I believe it is a good idea to examine the foundation of the day that most
Sabbitarians call “Sabbath”. Watch for the bold blue font below because at least one particular
scholar DOES believe that satyrday worship is linked to saturn worship (and worse), and he proves it
VERY convincingly.
Ever heard of a dual counterfeit? Only the enemies of YHWH would accept an obvious counterfeit,
but for the more elect, the Adversary has a not-so-obvious counterfeit.
How long halt ye between two opinions? if the LORD be Almighty, follow Him: but if Ba’al, then follow
him. And the people answered him not a word. I Kings 18:21.
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Ba’al is the obvious fraud, but what about “the LORD”? Every time you read LORD or GOD in all
capital letters in Scripture, the underlying Hebrew is YHWH, the Creator’s Name. Ba’al means
“Lord” in Hebrew. In Hebrew there is no deception, His Name is YHWH, (which is how the Hebrew
reads) but in English there is no right answer from which to choose, both mean Lord. YHWH tells us
to stop calling Him “my Lord” (Hosea 2:16-Baali means “my Lord”). Friends, what we have here is a
dual counterfeit; one is obvious, the other not-so-obvious.
Which day do YOU keep holy?
•

Sunday, the current first day of the pagan Roman/papal calendar

•

Saturday, the current seventh day of the pagan Roman/papal calendar.

I say “current” because these days were not always the first and seventh days of the week, respectively.
As a side note, I find it interesting that we pronounce the “n” in
woden’s day (Wednesday), but we don’t for “Saturn’s day”
(Saturday). Have you ever heard of a Satyr? The cloven footed halfman, half-goat—the universal symbol of Satan himself?
Sunday is the obvious fraud. Only the enemies of YHWH would
observe Sunday, in honor of the pagan sun-god. But every satyrday,
of every week, of every year, satyrday Sabbatarians everywhere, in
spite of themselves, worship on satyrday — a day named after Satan
himself.
Very cleverly, the Adversary receives his worship every week, all
year long, by sincere folks who believe they are following YHWH.
Friends, what we have here is a dual counterfeit; one is obvious, the
other not-so-obvious. Even if Saturday really is named after Saturn,
don’t think we are going to get off the hook so easily. Saturn
worship is the oldest form of Satanism and is clearly and historically linked to Satyr, the horned goat.
The Adversary does not care how you spell his many different names, or under which one you
worship, as long as you do not worship YHWH. Please feel free to connect the dots…
Satan (or Pan) is also called the “Horned God”
Pan a lusty satyr, half-man, half-goat, was given to every form of licentiousness and debauchery.
Kronos, the father of the gods……for a certain wicked deed, was called Titan, and cast down to
hell. Kronos is none other than Satan himself. Titan, or teitan, as it is sometimes spelled, is the
Chaldee form of the Hebrew word sheitan (Satan), the common name for the Adversary.
In the region where the Chaldean Mysteries were originally concocted,--that Adversary who was
ultimately the real father of all the pagan gods,--and who (to make the title of kronos (Saturn),
“the Horned One,” appropriate to him also) was symbolized by the kerastes, the Horned serpent.
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Horned goat, horned serpent, father of the gods….hmm. Kronos claims to be in charge if TIME!
Kronos is where we get our word Chronology, the study of time. Kronos, said another way, is also
known as Father Time. Cue Scriptural support: Daniel 7:25, see also Isaiah 14…
For thou hast said in thine heart, I will ascend into heaven, I will exalt my throne above the stars of
Elohim:
I will sit also upon the mount of the congregation, in the sides of the north: I will ascend above the
heights of the clouds; I will be like the Most High. Isaiah 14:13-14
The word congregation here is the Hebrew word mo’edim, which means “set feasts, appointed times”.
A mountain in Scripture is a controlling power or authoritarian presence. The prophecy above is
proclaiming that someone will claim to sit on the mount of YHWH’s appointed times. He is saying
that he will control the calendar, and the appointed times. And indeed he does, but only in the hearts
and minds of his followers, having no real control of YHWH’s calendar appointed times. You see,
YHWH wrote His calendar in the heavens where man couldn't mess with it.
Now, the name Saturn in Chaldee is pronounced Satur; but, as every Chaldee scholar knows,
consists only of four letters, thus — S T U R. This name contains exactly the Apocalyptic
number 666…





S = 60
T = 400
U= 6
R = 200
666

The information in the bold blue font on the last two pages was gleaned from Alexander Hislop’s
classic, The Two Babylons.
Truth is a two edged sword. If we are going to condemn “sunday” observance as worshipping on the
“venerable day of the sun,” satyrday Sabbath keepers need to look in the mirror. Is worshipping on a
day named after Satan any better? Satyrday bears the name of our enemy. So, what should we call
those who would enlist us to worship YHWH exclusively on satyrday, a calendar day named
exclusively on a pagan/papal calendar, exclusively embedded in a calendar that was created for the
express purpose of worshipping false gods?
And Elder Dankenbring has the gall to accuse Lunar Sabbatarians of learning the way of the heathen.
In reality, we are trying to UNlearn the way of the heathen and Jeroboam's apostasy whereas
Dankenbring embraces it while accusing us of doing so.
This is infuriating to say the least.
In this case, Keyser's own quotation hoists him on his own petard -- skewers him with his own
spear! And destroys his own argument, tearing it to shreds!
The fact is, even so-called scholarship, of this world's unconverted scholars -- which may
indicate that the pagans once had a moon-based week -- proves absolutely nothing as far as the
Scriptures -- the Word of God -- or the Sabbath of Almighty GOD -- is concerned! It merely proves
that the devil was doing his dirty work and work of seduction even way back in those primordial times!
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But the many quotes from Jewish authors/scholars and Hebrew historians that prove Ancient Israel's
lunar Sabbath rescue Keyser as Daniel from the lions' den.
And saying that Scripture proves absolutely nothing about the Lunar Sabbath is a lie. I think I have
amply provided evidence that both supports the Lunar Sabbath from Scripture as well as disproved
satyrday from Scripture. Elder Dankenbring, saying things, even YELLING THINGS AT YOUR
READERS does not change what is verifiable truth. It seems that you either hope or believe that your
readers will be easily cowed. Be careful what you wish for.
Isn't that what we should expect? Didn't Satan the devil actually begin his dirty work of
deception and lies back in the very garden of Eden? Then why should we be shocked or dismayed
because the pagan Babylonians once held to a lunar-based "week" and series of "sabbaths"?
The SCRIPTURES are our only real source of authority -- and THEY MENTION NO SUCH
CONNECTION of the MOON governing the week or weekly Sabbath days! The prophet Isaiah
plainly says no other authority matters! Notice His words!
"And when they shall say unto you, Seek unto them that have familiar
spirits, and unto wizards that peep, and that mutter: should not a people
seek unto their God? for the living to the dead? TO THE LAW [TORAH]
AND TO THE TESTIMONY [THE WORD OF GOD]: if they speak not
according to THIS WORD, it is because there is NO LIGHT in them"
(Isaiah 8:19-20).

Indeed, Isaiah 8:20. Elder Dankenbring, you don't get to say that the Scriptures mention no Lunar
Sabbath without providing any evidence then co-opt this text to prove your point.
I have taken the time to show the Scriptures that DO reveal the Lunar Sabbath from Scripture, and
several instances in Scripture that destroy any notion that the pagan satyrday is the weekly Sabbath. I
claim Isaiah 8:20 honestly. It is very difficult to say that a book does not say something and get away
with it because there is always the possibility that someone has actually READ the book and KNOW
what it says or does not say. It is better to offer evidence of what a book DOES say. That is easily
verified.
Dankenbring's statement that Scripture says nothing about the Lunar Sabbath is about as intelligent as
getting $1000 worth of pennies from the bank and saying to anyone that will listen that there is not a
single penny in the entire lot dated 1964 when you have not even bothered to look.
Whatever happens to this person when someone looks through the pennies and finds several pennies
dated 1964 is the same thing that is happening to Elder Dankenbring right now. It is difficult to trust a
man who will make BOLD and BRASH statements that turn out to be blatantly false.
In trying to prove the original "Sabbath" was based on the phases of the moon, Keyser goes
straight to ancient BABYLON! The Babylonian Empire was the empire of Satan the devil! Is that
where we ought to seek the truth of God? Should we go to Babylon? To Nimrod and his successors?
(Gen.10:8-10). Absolutely NOT!
That is not where Keyser went first Elder Dankenbring, but it makes for better theatrics. It's OK, we
understand.
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Notice what God's Word says of "Babylon": "Babylon hath been a golden cup in the LORD's
hand, that made all the earth drunken: the nations have drunken of her wine; therefore the nations are
mad" (Jer.51:7).
God says to the daughter of Babylon, "Thy nakedness shall be uncovered, yea, thy shame shall
be seen: I will take VENGEANCE, and I will not meet thee as a man. . . Sit thou silent, and get thee
into darkness, O daughter of the Chaldeans: for thou shalt no more be called, The lady of kingdoms"
(Isaiah 47:3-5).
In the New Testament, God declares further of the whole Babylonian system:
"Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and is become the habitation of devils [demons[,
and the hold of every foul spirit, and a cage of every unclean and hateful bird. For all
nations have DRUNK of the WINE of the wrath of her FORNICATION, and the kings
of the earth have committed fornication with her" (Rev.18:2-3).

Is Babylon the place we ought to go for "truth"?
God FORBID!
And the pagan planetary week adopted by the Roman Empire in A.D. 321 and later forced upon the
entire world by the papacy is the calendar we are to go to for our weekly Sabbath?
Agreed. Yah FORBID!
Me thinks the pot again calleth the kettle black.
The Sabbath -- a SIGN of GOD
In one of his articles entitled "The New Moon and Weekly Sabbath -- Side by Side!", Keyser
quotes a Jehovah Witness commentary called Insight on the Scriptures, which states, what I would call
the "obvious." Nevertheless, it seems important to Keyser. Says the Jehovah Witness commentary:
"The solar day, the solar year, and the lunar month are thus NATURAL
divisions of time, governed respectively by the daily turning of the earth
on its axis, by its annual orbit around the sun, and by the MONTHLY
PHASES OF THE MOON in its relation to earth and sun. The division of
time into WEEKS and the division of the day into hours, on the other hand,
are ARBITRARY ones" (emphasis Keyser's, Insight on the Scriptures, vol.
1, p.389, article "Calendar").

Notice how he emphasizes the word "arbitrary," here, making it sound as if the arrangement
were merely a human determination -- something done by pure happenstance, or "accident," with no
basis whatsoever. The word "arbitrary" means "arising from will or caprice; selected at random and
without reason" (Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary).
Is the week, and weekly Sabbath, purely a random choice -- without reason? Is it therefore, as
Keyser claims, totally without foundation and without Scriptural support?
All man-made calendars are arbitrary and the Gregorian calendar is not even solar:
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The solar only calendar is a man-made invention, and I agree, it tracks time VERY well. But it is not
the calendar in Genesis 1:14. And I would argue that the Gregorian (although called a solar calendar)
is not even that. The entire thing is a contrived, convoluted mess. Arbitrary.
The days in Scripture begin at dawn. The days in Scripture are not midnight to midnight. The sun
is not out at midnight either. So much for a solar day.
The weeks in Scripture are lunar, not every seven days in succession. The Gregorian calendar
weeks are not linked to the sun either. The sun is not on a 7 day cycle. History has seen man-made 7,
8 and even 10 day weeks. Cycles have to be hinged to something stationary or a revolution that has a
distinct starting and ending point so one will know where they ARE in the cycle. Can you go outside,
look at the sun and tell me whether it is a Sabbath or satyrday? Nope. So much for a solar week.
The months in Scripture are lunar. In fact the English word month is from an older time when this
was a recognized fact. The word month comes from moonth, leaving a lunar legacy on a modern
segment of time that is completely divorced from it's lunar origin. Are the Gregorian months linked to
any solar cycle? Nope. So much for a solar month.
The years in Scripture are from Spring to Spring (Abib to Abib actually). Sure, the Spring
Equinox is the sign in the cosmos that spring has begun and this is a solar measurement, but in
Scripture, the new moon of the first lunar month was also in the equation, so the year in Scripture is a
lunar-solar event. The Gregorian year begins January 1, in the dead of winter. Is there any significant
solar event to announce Jan 1? Nope. So much for a solar year.
The Gregorian calendar is a fraud. It is a complete lying, fraud, claiming to be a solar calendar when
in reality it is arbitrary, based solely upon the vain machinations of carnal men. The pagan seven day
planetary week (that was adopted by Rome) was created for the express purpose of worshipping false
deities.
Consider this. Elder Dankenbring observes the feasts based on the lunar calendar of ancient Israel.
Why, then, do he keep the weekly Sabbath on a day that is found ONLY in the pagan planetary week,
rather than the calendar established in Scripture?
Keyser then leaps across the chasm, in a death-defying attempt to bridge the unbridgeable gulf,
stating dogmatically, without equivocation:
"It should be quite apparent that nothing in our present seven-day cycle
or week can be tied to anything in the natural phenomena . . . The beginning and end of our seven-day cycle are simply not ANCHORED in
nature, and this in itself proves that God's true Sabbath is neither Saturday
nor Sunday . . ." (p.2, italics emphasis in final part, mine; rest, his).

Is that claim true? Absolutely not! It is pure prejudicial poppycock! Utter nonsense!
Actually, I agree with Elder Dankenbring here. (I know. I'm shocked too.). The week is anchored in
nature, to the moon, the quarter phases of which are on a seven day cycle.
The Scriptures themselves clearly indicate that the weekly pattern was patterned after natural
phenomena, but was DESIGNED BY GOD HIMSELF -- set forth as THE evidence that He is Creator!
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Wow, I again find myself in agreement with Elder Dankenbring, but I am rather certain that it contains
a typo (of omission). Indeed, the weekly pattern was patterned after natural phenomena, and that
natural pattern was established by YHWH Himself. But I think he meant this statement to read thus:
The Scriptures themselves clearly indicate that the weekly pattern was not patterned after natural
phenomena, but was DESIGNED BY GOD HIMSELF -- set forth as THE evidence that He is Creator!
This is more in line with this presentation.
The weekly Sabbath day is based on the CREATION WEEK -- not the lunar-moon cycle each
month! God Himself tells us the Sabbath is HIS UNIQUE SIGN -- pointing not to the moon, but to
HIM as the Creator (Genesis 1:1-30; 2:1-3; see also Exodus 20:10-11). Thus God Himself says that
the Sabbath is not related to any heavenly or astronomical cycle in nature. Rather, it is of DIVINE
ORIGIN!
PROOF that there was a typo and he meant to say that the weekly pattern was NOT pattered after
anything in nature. Now that this little mystery has been solved, Dankenbring is still in. Nature is the
first gospel. ALL nature screams the majesty of YHWH. Nature does no lie, men do. To insist that
the Sabbath is not linked to any cycle in nature but is of Divine origin is a contradiction of itself.
Every cycle in nature is of Divine origin, including the lunar cycle which regulates the weeks and
months.
The Sabbath is the seventh day of a DIVINE cycle -- not a "natural" cycle! [Yeah, we get it.
Proof, Elder Dankenbring. Where is your proof? Saying something repeatedly is not evidence.] It
points to the Creator, GOD -- not to the moon! [You've got it backward my friend. Naturally, the
Sabbath points to YHWH. But the MOON points to the Sabbath, by Divine ordination.] It is the
concluding day of the weekly cycle, began by God AT CREATION.
God told Moses: "
Verily my sabbaths you shall keep: for it is A SIGN between me and you throughout
your generations; that ye may KNOW that I am the LORD that doth sanctify you. Ye
shall keep the sabbath therefore; for it is holy unto you: every one that defileth it shall
surely be put to death: for whosoever doeth any work therein, that soul shall be cut off
from among his people. Six days may work be done; but IN THE SEVENTH is the
SABBATH of rest, holy to the LORD: whoso doeth any work in the sabbath day, he
shall surely be put to death" (Exo.31:13-15).

God goes on, pointing once again to the connection of the weekly Sabbath with His identity as
our Creator, and as a SIGN that we recognize His as Creator:
"Wherefore the children of Israel shall keep the sabbath, to observe the sabbath throughout their generations, for a PERPETUAL COVENANT. It is a SIGN between me and
the children of Israel FOR EVER: FOR IN SIX DAYS THE LORD MADE HEAVEN
AND EARTH, AND ON THE SEVENTH DAY HE RESTED, and was refreshed" (Exo.
31:16-17).

But the events of Creation came first. Genesis 1:14 says that the two great lights would be for signs
(owth), seasons (mo'edim), days and years. Thus the calendar of Yah is written and established in the
heavens where man cannot mess with it.
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Exodus 31:13, Ezekiel 20:12, and 20:20 all say that the Sabbath is a sign, using the SAME Hebrew
word found in Genesis 1:14 (owth), meaning signal or beacon. Doesn't say which light though. Let
me ask you, can you go outside and LOOK at the sun and tell whether it is the Sabbath? No. Then try
the other light. According to Genesis 1:14, it is one of the two.
Psalm 104:19 says that the moon will regulate the seasons (mo’edim--appointed times, set feasts).
Leviticus 23:1-3 shows the weekly Sabbath to be the first feast using the same Hebrew word found in
Genesis 1:14 (mo’edim--appointed time, set feast).
Genesis and Leviticus are Torah. This is the greatest argument and it is enough to prove that the
Sabbath is indeed regulated by the moon, in spite of Elder Dankenbring's claim to the contrary.
Do you get it? The Sabbath is not of natural derivation -- but of SUPERNATURAL ORIGIN!
[Dankenbring, ALL NATURE is of supernatural origin. You do not get to pick and choose how you
apply this fact. When YHWH said that either the sun or moon (or both) would regulate the signs,
seasons, days and years, that is a Divine command. So, Elder Dankenbring, do YOU get it? That is
the question upon all of our lips.] It does not trace back to the moon, or moon worship. It traces back
to the God of Creation who set it aside as a holy day of rest! It bears not the signature of the moon, or
the moon goddess of Babylon --- rather, it bears the distinctive Signature of Almighty GOD Himself!
Of course the Sabbath is not related to moon worship or any moon goddess. That does not mean it is
not related to or regulated by the moon itself. The moon, and its cycles are of Divine origin.
Remember?
The weekly Sabbath cycle goes back to GOD and is of divine origin. The fact that God created
the sun, moon, and stars, and set them for "signs, and for seasons, and for days, and for years"
(Gen.1:14), is a fact. [Yes it is. Too bad you don't seem to be willing to understand what that means.]
But notice carefully! In this verse, God did NOT say He set the sun or moon or stars to determine THE
WEEK! The "week" of seven days is simply not included in this verse! How strange that would be, IF
God had decided to let the phases of the moon to correlate and determine the succession of the weeks,
and the weekly Sabbath!
Actually, he's right, once again. Nothing in Genesis 1:14 says that the sun, moon or stars would
regulate the week. It just says that they will regulate the signs (owth), seasons (mo'edim), days and
years.
But the weekly Sabbath is a sign (Exodus 31:13, Ezekiel 20:12, and 20:20) and the weekly Sabbath is
a appointed time, or mo'edim (Leviticus 23:1-3). So in reality, all Genesis 1:14 says (among other
things) is that the lights in the heavens will regulate the SABBATH. That the Sabbath is the seventh
day of the week explains why scholars and historians considered the moon to regulate the week.
Nature being what it is and all.
There are 28 days in a lunar cycle when the moon is visible. There are 28 week days in a lunar month.
There are 4 quarter phases in the lunar cycle that are approximately 7 days apart. There are 4 weekly
Sabbaths in a lunar month that are seven day apart.
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After the last Sabbath of each month, there are 1-2 dark days (days when no moon is visible) in a lunar
cycle. After the 4th Sabbath of each month, there are 1-2 New Moon days in a lunar month.
Do you honestly believe that all of this is a coincidence?
When you line these up, you have perfect harmony. The New Moon is a third category of day, it is
neither work day nor Sabbath. Since the Sabbath IS a day of the week, then it is only natural that the
visible phases of the moon line up and announce the Sabbath within the 28 week days in a month (4 x
7 = 28). So, what's left? 1-2 dark days when the moon is not visible and 1-2 New Moon days. So-line them up. For the record, if you line up the 28 with the 28, the 4 with the 4 is automatically lined
up, including the 1-2 with the 1-2.
There is always harmony in the truth. Read everything in the black font above and below and you will
understand my next statement: And there is always disharmony in the contrived, arbitrary,
disingenuous traditions of men.
Do we get the hint? Can we see the truth? Keyser claims Genesis 1:14 proves the weekly
Sabbath is determined by the "moon." That is utter nonsense! [No, it is not. By itself, Genesis 1:14
cannot make the claim that the Sabbath is regulated by the moon, but the moment the weekly Sabbath
is identified as a sign and an appointed time (mo'edim) by the SAME author who penned Genesis, that
conclusion goes right out the window.] It says plainly no such thing at all! [No, it does not. But do
not bask in any moral victory because I agree. By itself, Genesis 1:14 does not say that the Sabbath is
regulated by the moon, but the moment the weekly Sabbath is identified as a sign and an appointed
time (mo'edim) by the SAME author who penned Genesis, that conclusion goes right out the window.]
In fact, although the sun determines the solar year ("years"), and the moon determines the length of the
month ("signs" or "seasons"), and the sun also determines the "days," nowhere in this strategic verse
discussing the arrangements of time, and the calendar, IS THE WEEK MENTIONED! [But the
Sabbath, the pinnacle day of each week is.] Why not?
Because unlike these other features, the week itself is not of astronomical relevance or
derivation. Instead, it is of supernatural DIVINE DESIGN and origin!
“The New Moon is still, and the Sabbath originally was, dependent upon the lunar cycle.” Universal
Jewish Encyclopedia, p. 410.
“…the Hebrew Sabbathon … was celebrated at intervals of seven days, corresponding with changes
in the moon’s phases...” Encyclopedia Biblica, 1899. p. 4180
“The Hebrew month is a lunar month and the quarter of this period—one phase of the moon—appears
to have determined the week of seven days.” Encyclopedia Biblica, p. 4780.
“…The [early] Hebrews employed lunar seven-day weeks…which ended with special observances on
the seventh day but none the less were tied to the moon’s course.” Hutton Webster, in his book, Rest
Days, page 254.
It seems that men a great deal more capable of actual research are inclined to disagree.
"Seasons" and "Moadim"
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However, Keyser makes an issue of the use of the word "seasons," in Genesis 1:14. He claims
this word is mistranslated. The Hebrew word here is moad, or moadim (plural form). Strong's
Concordance points out this word has several related meanings:
"prop. an appointment, i.e., a fixed time OR SEASON; spec. a festival;
conventionally, a YEAR; by implication, an assembly (as convened for a
definite purpose): technically the congregation; by extension, the place
of meeting; also a signal (as appointed beforehand)."

Thus, despite Keyser's claims, the word moad clearly can and does mean "season," and
"seasons"! To state otherwise is to misuse and misunderstand Hebrew definitions.
Sure, it can be translated seasons, but it can also be translated as a time appointed or set feast. Is the
weekly Sabbath a season (winter, spring, summer, fall) or an appointed time? Read Leviticus 23:1-4
(as well as the rest of the chapter) and tell me what you think. To deny that it means set feast or time
appointed is to misuse and misunderstand Hebrew definitions.
CONTEXT Elder Dankenbring. CONTEXT. The context of Leviticus 23 is the set feasts established
by YHWH, in context having NOTHING to do with seasons (winter, spring, summer, fall).
Since the word moad can and does also refer to festivals, and festival assemblies, it is
noteworthy that all of God's ANNUAL HOLY DAYS are determined by the lunar month -- that is,
they are counted according to the day of the month. That is, the Passover is sacrificed on the 14th of
the lunar month (Exo.12:6, 12-14, Lev.23:5), the Passover Holy Day is the 15th of the month
(Lev.23:6), the Feast of Trumpets falls on the day of the new moon in the month of Tishri (Lev.23:24),
and the first day of the Feast of Tabernacles falls on the 15th of Tishri (Lev.23:34). There is no
question but that the new moon determines the Hebrew monthly cycle, and therefore these annual feast
days are indirectly determined by the moon.
However, this does not state or mean that the weekly Sabbath is also so determined! Although
it, too, is classified as a "feast of the LORD" (Lev.23:1-3), notice that it is listed separately from the
annual holy days. God says:
". . . these are my feasts. Six days shall work be done: but the SEVENTH
DAY is the SABBATH of rest, an holy convocation: ye shall do NO WORK
therein: it is the sabbath of the LORD in all your dwellings" (v.3).

Ok now, I really don't appreciate liars, and it is increasingly difficult to tolerate the willfully ignorant
when the evidence is there for anyone to see.
And YHWH spake unto Moses, saying,
Speak unto the children of Israel, and say unto them, Concerning the feasts (mo'edim) of YHWH,
which ye shall proclaim to be holy convocations, even these are My feasts (mo'edim).
Six days shall work be done: but the seventh day is the sabbath of rest, an holy convocation; ye shall
do no work therein: it is the sabbath of YHWH in all your dwellings.
These are the feasts (mo'edim) of YHWH, even holy convocations, which ye shall proclaim in their
seasons. Leviticus 23:1-4

Please note that there are 2 introductions to the appointed times. The one in verse 2 launches into the
WEEKLY appointed times. Verse 4 introduces us to the annual times appointed. I am sorry Elder
Dankenbring, but the SAME Hebrew word is used BOTH times. Mo'edim. If the annual Sabbaths are
regulated by the moon, so is the weekly Sabbath, otherwise a different Hebrew word would be used.
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It ain't rocket science. In fact it is as simple as 1 + 1 + 1 = 3.
Thus God Himself sets the Sabbath day apart, stating it occurs every seven days, with no other
days in between! [Elder Dankenbring, that is NOT what it says. The ONLY thing Scripture says is
that the Sabbath is the seventh day (of the week). There is not a single passage that says or implies that
the weekly Sabbath is EVERY seven days. If there was, you would have already offered it, and I
would have already admitted defeat. The ONLY reason you believe that the Sabbath is every 7 days is
because you are looking at the pagan/papal Gregorian calendar. That is the ONLY reason because
there is not a shred of Scriptural support for your statement above. In fact, the verses regarding New
Moon that I have offered several times above contradict what you are saying. Since New Moon is
never included in the work week, these seven day weeks are interrupted by default. Period.] After
clarifying this point, God goes on to discuss, separately, the annual holy days, saying:
"v.4. "These are the FEASTS of the Lord, even holy convocations, which ye
shall proclaim in their SEASONS [moadim]. In the fourteenth day of the first
MONTH at even [evening, or ending of the day] is the Lord's passover. And
on the fifteenth day of the same month is the feast of unleavened bread unto the
Lord: seven days ye must eat unleavened bread . . . ." (Lev.23:4-6).

And what did YHWH clarify? That the weekly Sabbath is a mo'edim, same as the annual feasts.
Someone PLEASE read Genesis 1:14-16 to Elder Dankenbring so he can recognize just exactly what
YHWH established on "week day 4" of Creation...
14 And Elohim said, Let there be lights in the firmament of the heaven to divide the day from the
night; and let them be for signs, and for seasons [MO'EDIM], and for days, and years:
15 And let them be for lights in the firmament of the heaven to give light upon the earth: and it was
so.
16 And Elohim made two great lights; the greater light to rule the day, and the lesser light to rule
the night: he made the stars also.
Please note, this passage does NOT say that the annual Sabbaths would be regulated by the lights in
the heavens, but the weekly Sabbaths would be regulated by the pagan/papal calendar. But this is the
very thing Elder Dankenbring wants you to believe it says.
He thinks you are too stupid to understand what Scripture is saying. I don't think that at all.

Notice carefully! Here the annual holy days begin -- and they are listed as a body by
themselves -- and it is THESE ANNUAL FEASTS that God specifically says are to be proclaimed "in
their seasons" (v.4, end). These are the holy days determined by the moadim -- the seasons of the year,
and by the new moons, or the regular monthly calendar!
And please note that there are 2 introductions to the appointed times. The one in verse 2 launches into
the WEEKLY appointed times. Verse 4 introduces us to the annual times appointed. I am sorry Elder
Dankenbring, but the SAME Hebrew word is used BOTH times. Mo'edim. If the annual Sabbaths are
regulated by the moon, so is the weekly Sabbath, otherwise a different Hebrew word would be used.
But the weekly Sabbath itself was already dealt with in verse 3, by itself, and is clearly stated to
be regulated solely by counting six days, and then observing the seventh as the Sabbath! Clearly, then,
the Sabbath is to be counted, or regulated, differently, from the annual holy days!
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That is not what it says. All Leviticus 23:2 says is that the weekly Sabbath is the 7th day, after 6 work
days. This passage says NOTHING about New Moon, yet New Moon is admittedly part of the month.
Dankenbring is looking at the week and making all manner of declarations while ignoring what the
Scriptures declare about New Moon.
Genesis 1:14 says that at least one of the two great lights would regulate the mo'edim. Psalm 104:19
specifically states that the moon would regulate the mo'edim and Elder Dankenbring above ADMITS
that the weekly Sabbath is called a mo'edim in Leviticus 23:2, but cannot seem to add 1 + 1 + 1 = 3.
He wants you to notice carefully while he maintains his current position with his head buried firmly in
the sand.
The weekly Sabbath cycle is one cycle of God -- based on the DIVINE nature and origin of the
seven-day "week."
,
The New Moon cycle is an entirely different cycle -- the monthly cycle -- based on the changes
in the moon during a month, from new moon to new moon.
The two cycles are entirely different! The monthly cycle is based
on astronomy. But the weekly Sabbath cycle is based sheerly on
the PLAN OF GOD! It has no astronomical basis, because its origin
is the MIND and WILL of God Himself, the Creator. Thus it points
to Him as Creator, the One who made the heavens and the earth,
and it is therefore not dependent upon creation or astronomy, but
only on the DECLARATION OF GOD! Thus it is His "SIGN" -His "SIGNATURE" -- PROOF we worship HIM as the True God!
What two cycles? As I shared above, the 4th commandment listed in Deuteronomy 5:12-15 is also the
plainly given law and links the weekly Sabbath to the day of the exodus.
Looks like this:
New
Moon
Day
1

First
week
day
2
9
16
23

Second
week
day
3
10
17
24

Third
week
day
4
11
18
25

Fourth
week
day
5
12
19
26

Fifth
week
day
6
13
20
27

Sixth
week
day
7
14
21
28

Seventh
Day
Sabbath
8
15
22
29

(30)
The day of the exodus was Abib 15. And the ONLY way that Abib 15 can be the Sabbath every year
is if New Moon is NOT counted against the week. Exodus 12 proves that Israel was delivered the day
after Passover, Abib 14. The day after Abib 14 is Abib 15. Are you going to tell me that the Creator
Almighty is going to link the weekly Sabbath with Creation week AND as a memorial to the exodus,
but is not smart enough to establish a calendar where Abib 15 is the Sabbath every year?
Come now, let us reason together.
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Nature declares but ONE cycle, the one established in Genesis 1:14-16. Scripture declares that the
week is on the same cycle as the month, and the historical record agrees. See Philo's writings above.
“Never does nature say one thing and wisdom another.” Juvenal
“There is a principle which is a bar against all information, which is proof against all arguments, and
which cannot fail to keep a man in everlasting ignorance; that principle is contempt prior to
investigation.” Herbert Spencer
When we understand that the source for our knowledge ought to be the plain and simple Word
of God - and that God has NOT hidden Hs true Sabbath from the world all these years and centuries -then we can rest assured that we are worshipping on the correct weekly Sabbath day!
Can any the ladies or gentlemen of the jury share something that I have shared that was anything but
the plain and simple Word? Have the historical references been anything but simple to read and
understand? Have the passages I have shared been difficult to find or are they hidden in your
Scriptures? And have these plain and simple bits of evidence assured you that you have been
worshipping in the correct weekly Sabbath?
What Really Happened in the 4th Century
of the Present Era?
In his paper on the New Moon-Sabbath connection, John Keyser claims that in the fourth
century, A.D., during the time of Rabbi Hillel II, that the Jewish rabbis deliberately CHANGED from
a lunar-based shifting weekly cycle, every month, to the present seven day cycle -- that they did this
for "economic" reasons -- for "commercial purposes" -- to facilitate money making schemes
and commercial trade. But merely stating something this way does not make it the truth!
John did not merely say it, he repeated what these men said. And considering that the studies these
men produced line up with what nature and Scripture declares should speak volumes about who is
presenting the truth....
“The New Moon is still, and the Sabbath originally was, dependent upon the lunar cycle.” Universal
Jewish Encyclopedia, p. 410. No quote can be clearer than this.
“In the time of the earliest prophets, the New Moon stood in the same line with another lunar
observance, the Sabbath. Ezekiel, who curiously enough frequently dates his prophecies on the New
Moon … describes the gate of the inner court of the (new) temple looking eastward as kept shut for the
six working days, but opened on the Sabbath and the New Moon.” Scribner's Dictionary of the Bible
(1898 edit.), p. 521
In the article Shawui Calendar: Ancient Shawui Observance, we find confirmation of a radical
change in YHWH’s calendar. “The [lunar]...calendar was used by all the original disciples of
Yeshua... This original Nazarene lunar-solar calendar was supplanted by a Roman ‘planetary week’
and calendar in 135 C.E. -- when the ‘Bishops of the Circumcision’ (i.e. legitimate Nazarene
successors to Yeshua) were displaced from Jerusalem. This began a three hundred year controversy
concerning the true calendar and correct Sabbath.”
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“… the custom of celebrating the Sabbath every 7th day, irrespective of the relationship of the day to
the moon’s phases, led to a complete separation from the ancient view of the Sabbath...”
Encyclopedia Biblica, (1899 edit.), p. 4179.
“The calendar was originally fixed by observation, and ultimately by calculation. Up to the fall of the
Temple (A.D. 70), witnesses who saw the new moon came forward and were strictly examined and if
their evidence was accepted the month was fixed by the priests. Eventually the authority passed to the
Sanhedrin and ultimately to the Patriarchate. … Gradually observation gave place to calculation. The
right to determine the calendar was reserved to the Patriarchate; the Jews of Mesopotamia [Ed.—
Babylonian Jews] tried in vain to establish their own calendar but the prerogative of Palestine was
zealously defended. So long as Palestine remained a religious centre, it was naturally to the homeland
that the Diaspora looked for its calendar. Uniformity was essential, for if different parts had celebrated
feasts on different days confusion would have ensued. It was not until the 4th century A.D. that
Babylon fixed the calendar…” Encyclopedia Britannica: Vol. 4, article “Calendar”.
“These imported [from Babylon] superstitions eventually led Jewish rabbis to call Saturn Shabbti, ‘the
star of the Sabbath,’ [and]...it was not until the first century of our era, when the planetary week had
become an established institution, that the Jewish Sabbath seems always to have corresponded to
Saturn’s Day [Satyrday].” Hutton Webster in his book, Rest Days, p. 244.
“With the development of the importance of the Sabbath as a day of consecration and the emphasis
laid upon the significant number seven, the week became more and more divorced from its lunar
connection...” Universal Jewish Encyclopedia: Vol. 10, 1943 edit. Article, "Week," p. 482.
Supposedly, the Jews living in Babylon, decided to scrap the lunar-based week, and opted for
the seven-day modern week, and changed the Jewish Sabbath from the former to the latter, in the
fourth century A.D.
Yeah, and history RECORDS this very thing. Funny how historians and scholars have a way of
recording events for posterity.
Is such a thing possible? Those who are ignorant of history might think so. But what is the
evidence of history, itself?
Um, you might try reading the information I have already offered. Philo alone provides a fatal blow to
any man's conclusion that the weekly Sabbath is not linked to the moon.
Isn't it hysterical that Elder Dankenbring says that only those who are ignorant of history could
possibly think that the original lunar based week was scrapped by the Jews in order to adopt a
repeating seven day cycle? But when "history" is actually examined, Dankenbring proves himself to
be the most ignorant person in the room! Well, it WOULD be hysterical if it were not so utterly,
utterly sad.
Did the Jews in the fourth century suddenly LOST TRACK OF TIME, because they were
living in Babylon, and deliberately altered the weekly cycle?
They did not lose track of time. They CHANGED time, enforcing a new (and false) calendar to be
used in Israel and by "Jews" all over the world. This is recorded by the Jews. Hello?
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The fact is, contrary to Keyser's insinuations, there is ABSOLUTELY NO EVIDENCE that in
the fourth century A.D. the Jewish rabbis in Babylon changed the weekly cycle!
Bah-hahahahahahahahahahahahaha! Oh stop it! I can't breath! Tell him to stop!
Let's understand! While rabbis in Babylon compiled the Babylonian Talmud, there were other
rabbis in Palestine, around Jerusalem and the region of Judea, who were compiling the "Jerusalem
Talmud." Both Talmuds have come downs to us, replete with knowledge and information of Jewish
history and practices.
Neither one of these historical documents mentions or alludes to any controversy over the
WEEK, or any change from a lunar-based week to a non-astronomical week!
True. These documents do not spell out the calendar change. That was recorded elsewhere by Hebrew
historians. However, the Talmud DOES spell out when the original Sabbath occurred. This is found
in the Talmud the Steinsaltz Edition”, Volume XIV Tractate Ta’anit Part II (1995 by Israel Institute for
Talmudic Publications and Milta Books), pages 205-206. It says the following regarding the
destruction of Solomon’s Temple in Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar’s army:
Page 205: “Then late on the day of the ninth, close to nightfall, they set the Temple on fire, and it
continued to burn the entire next day, on the tenth.” Page 206: “When the Temple was destroyed for
the first time at the hands of Nebuzaradan [the captain of the guard], that day was the ninth of Av, and
it was the day following Shabbat, and it was the year following the Sabbatical Year.... And similarly
when the Temple was destroyed a second time at the hands of Titus [the Roman general in A.D. 70],
the destruction occurred on the very same day, on the ninth of Av.”
Guess what day the ninth day of Av was when Titus destroyed the temple? (The day after the weekly
Sabbath, naturally.) If I’ve done the math right, the ninth day of the month follows the 8th day of the
month. Correct? If the 8th day of the month is the Sabbath, so are the 15th, 22nd and 29th days of the
month.
Looks like this:
New
Moon
Day
1

First
Week
Day
2
9
16
23

Second
Week
Day
3
10
17
24

Third
Week
Day
4
11
18
25

Fourth
Week
Day
5
12
19
26

Fifth
Week
Day
6
13
20
27

Sixth
Week
Day
7
14
21
28

Seventh
Week
Day
8
15
22
29

(30)
Elder Dankenbring, may I ask you and the ladies and gentlemen of the jury a question? Why is it that
EVERY point you bring out, I have been able to disprove using Scripture, nature and/or the historical
record and I've been able to use nearly every argument you have presented to prove that the weekly
Sabbaths all fall on the 8th, 15th, 22nd and 29th days of the original lunar months?
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I'm using the evidence YOU provide Elder Dankenbring. So SOMEONE is not paying attention to the
evidence before they use it. Someone is blinded by their own tradition. Someone is being dishonest
with the evidence. Someone is not qualified to rail against the Lunar Sabbath. Ladies and gentlemen
of the jury, can you identify who this someone is?
There is absolutely NO MENTION of any such controversy, or Sabbath crisis, or conflict over
the "week," during that time!
The whole idea is based on a tissue of unsupported, undocumented assumptions and unproven
conclusions -- it is merely a hypothesis -- and a sheer fabrication made out of whole cloth!
In the article Shawui Calendar: Ancient Shawui Observance, we find confirmation of a radical
change in YHWH’s calendar. “The [lunar]...calendar was used by all the original disciples of
Yeshua... This original Nazarene lunar-solar calendar was supplanted by a Roman ‘planetary week’
and calendar in 135 C.E. -- when the ‘Bishops of the Circumcision’ (i.e. legitimate Nazarene
successors to Yeshua) were displaced from Jerusalem. This began a three hundred year controversy
concerning the true calendar and correct Sabbath.”
“The calendar was originally fixed by observation, and ultimately by calculation. Up to the fall of the
Temple (A.D. 70), witnesses who saw the new moon came forward and were strictly examined and if
their evidence was accepted the month was fixed by the priests. Eventually the authority passed to the
Sanhedrin and ultimately to the Patriarchate. … Gradually observation gave place to calculation. The
right to determine the calendar was reserved to the Patriarchate; the Jews of Mesopotamia [Ed.—
Babylonian Jews] tried in vain to establish their own calendar but the prerogative of Palestine was
zealously defended. So long as Palestine remained a religious centre, it was naturally to the homeland
that the Diaspora looked for its calendar. Uniformity was essential, for if different parts had celebrated
feasts on different days confusion would have ensued. It was not until the 4th century A.D. that
Babylon fixed the calendar…” Encyclopedia Britannica: Vol. 4, article “Calendar”.
“These imported [from Babylon] superstitions eventually led Jewish rabbis to call Saturn Shabbti, ‘the
star of the Sabbath,’ [and]...it was not until the first century of our era, when the planetary week had
become an established institution, that the Jewish Sabbath seems always to have corresponded to
Saturn’s Day [Satyrday].” Hutton Webster in his book, Rest Days, p. 244.
“With the development of the importance of the Sabbath as a day of consecration and the emphasis
laid upon the significant number seven, the week became more and more divorced from its lunar
connection...” Universal Jewish Encyclopedia: Vol. 10, 1943 edit. Article, "Week," p. 482.
Elder Dankenbring is absolutely right. There is not the slightest bit of evidence that there was any
calendar issues in Israel in the first through fourth century. Only an ignorant fool would consider the
writings of scholars and historians as evidence against one's own tradition.
Unfortunately, most people are not well grounded in Jewish history. [Including Dankenbring.]
The Talmud (both Jerusalem and Babylonian), and the Mishnah, written down from 250 A.D. and
finished about 1000 A.D., all show that the only calendar changes made in the fourth century were
those concerning the perpetual calendar versus the historical observational calendar, by Rabbi Hillel II,
in 359 A.D. Those changes were made in order to preserve unity among the widely scattered Jewish
people in observance of the holy days -- to preserve the calendar, so confusion and chaos would not
result.
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The reason that Hillel II did what he did (so confusion and chaos would not result) is because the
adoption of the seven day planetary week to replace the week established at Creation caused several
major calendar problems. Having a seven day week running uninterrupted throughout the lunar
calendar months that YHWH's feasts were found in created back to back Sabbaths that had never
existed before. Each Sabbath should have a preparation day. It caused New Moon days to fall in the
middle of weeks which had never happened before; New Moon originally reset the weeks and months.
It also created a scenario where commanded work days fell on weekly Sabbaths, which had never
happened before.
For instance, the 14th day of Abib is always the preparation day for first day of Unleavened
Bread. Abib 14 floats on our current version of the Roman calendar (with its repeating 7 day weeks).
Abib 10 is the day to purchase a lamb if you don't already own one. Abib 10 floats on the Roman
calendar. The fact is that the 10th, 14th and 16th of Abib are, without exception, commanded work
days. The barley could be harvested on the 16th only after the Wave Sheaf had been offered and
accepted, Leviticus 23:9-14. If there is a continuous 7 day cycle, every few years either the 10th, 14th
or 16th will fall on a satyrday. In fact, satyrday fell on Abib 10 in 2003. Satyrday fell on the 14th of
Abib in 2004, 2008 and 2011. Satyrday fell on the 16th of Abib in 2002, 2006 and 2009. These dates
are set in stone, legislated in Scripture and found exclusively on dates identified by the LUNAR cycle.
There is no legislation provided to do these tasks a day early or late in case these days "just happen" to
fall on the Sabbath, these work dates are fixed. YHWH never has Israel do common work on a rest
day, and did not here either. These days will never fall on the Sabbath, yet they will fall on a satyrday
every few years. Can you explain this? Dankenbring can't.
Dankenbring knows that Hillel II did SOMETHING but has not a clue nor the desire to find out WHY
he did it, or the issues the resulting calendar changes caused. Hillel II created the postponement laws.
And above is a prime example of WHY he did so. There are no postponement laws in Scripture
because the original calendar of YHWH never had back to back Sabbaths, never had New Moon days
falling in the middle of a week and never had work days fall on a Sabbath.
Fact is, the confusion and chaos Hillel II was trying to eliminate by the creation of postponement laws
was because of the adulterous marriage between the pagan planetary week and lunar months that Israel
adopted between the first and fourth century. A historical fact not only ignored by Elder Dankenbring,
but also denied. Look at the calendar model on page 52 above. Do the 10th, 14th or 16th fall on a
weekly Sabbath? This is what EVERY month established at Creation looked like, so clearly the
Creator Almighty knew how to produce a calendar that needed no postponement laws and did so
without consulting Elder Dankenbring.
In his article, Keyser makes a major point, in his mind, that by the fourth century political and
religious control passed from the rabbis of Palestine to the rabbis of Babylonia. He says they were
much more willing to accommodate themselves to existing governments and to compromise certain
principles they held. This is all perverted nonsense. The Jews of Babylon, in reality, were more
prudent and peacemakers -- and sought to live within the Gentile community without sowing seeds of
strife, rebellion, or to give any cause to bring on unnecessary persecution, which could have destroyed
their independence and community. In their wisdom, they learned to "get along" with their Gentile
neighbors. But in no way does this suggest they compromised their religious principles or teachings!
They still remained observant orthodox Jews and were highly regarded in the entire Jewish community
worldwide. In fact, their authority and power increased, by dint of circumstances, in the succeeding
ages.
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But they NEVER changed the weekly succession or the Sabbath rotation! Such a claim is
entirely unwarranted, unproven and unfounded!
And Dankenbring's claim is entirely ignorant, exposed and proven false. It is his claim that is
unwarranted. It is one thing to hold a false opinion and believe it true, it is entirely a different matter
to say that what is proven truth is unwarranted, unproven and unfounded. To do it in italics and ALL
CAPS, while nothing more than hyperbole, is rather entertaining to those who have access to the
resources and are reading the documentation that Dankenbring insists does not exist.
I have encountered a few stinkers while rebutting anti-Lunar Sabbath rants, but Elder Dankenbring is
in a class of his own. All of these men and women believe that satyrday is the Sabbath and that the
Sabbath has never been changed, but to insist that Lunar Sabbatarians have no evidence for their claim,
and to do so in italics and ALL CAPS when he has not bothered to see if his proclamations are correct
goes beyond ignorance.
Jewish history itself tells us what changes were made to the calendar during that age. Those
changes in no way altered the weekly cycle! [Guffaw! Sorry, that slipped out again.] Our booklet "A
New Look at God's Holy Calendar" discusses this subject in detail. Rabbi Arthur Spier discusses
exactly what changes were introduced in 359 A.D. Notice! [Yes, I'm going to underline some stuff...]
The FACTS of History
Because it is so important, let us notice the facts concerning the preservation of the Jewish
calendar. Famed educator, scholar and calendar expert, Arthur Spier tells us,
“In the early times of our history . . . [the] beginnings of the months were determined
by direct observation of the new moon. Then those beginnings of the months (Rosh
Hodesh) were sanctified and announced by the Sanhedrin, the Supreme Court in
Jerusalem, after witnesses had testified that they had seen the new crescent and after
their testimony had been thoroughly examined, confirmed by calculation, and duly
accepted” (The Comprehensive Hebrew Calendar, p.1). [Practice picked up in Babylon.]

Arthur Spier continues:
“A special committee of the Sanhedrin, with its president as chairman, had the
mandate to REGULATE AND BALANCE the solar with the lunar years [the lunar
year equals 12 lunar months, about 354 days long; the solar year is 365.25 days long;
thus it is approximately 11 days longer than 12 lunar months]. This so-called Calendar
Council (Sod Haibbur) CALCULATED the beginnings of the SEASONS (Teklufoth)
on the BASIS OF ASTRONOMICAL FIGURES which had been HANDED DOWN
AS A TRADITION OF OLD. Whenever, after two or three years, the annual excess of
11 days had accumulated to approximately 30 days, a thirteenth month Adar II was
inserted before Nisan in order to assure that Nisan and Passover would occur in Spring
and not retrogress toward winter. However, the astronomical calculation was not the only
basis for intercalation of a thirteenth month. The delay of the actual arrival of spring was
another decisive factor. The Talmudic sources report that the Council intercalated a
year when the barley in the fields had not yet ripened, when the fruit on the trees had
not grown properly, when the winter rains had not stopped, when the roads for Passover
pilgrims had not dried up, and when the young pigeons had not become fledged. The
Council on intercalation considered THE ASTRONOMICAL FACTS TOGETHER
WITH THE RELIGIOUS REQUIREMENTS OF PASSOVER and the natural conditions
of the country. [This paragraph is true. But the Sanhedrin did not need to calculate the year.]
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“This method of observation and intercalation was in use throughout the period of the
second temple (516 B.C.E. -- 70 C.E.), and about three centuries after its destruction,
as long as there was an independent Sanhedrin. In the fourth century, however, when
OPPRESSION AND PERSECUTION THREATENED THE CONTINUED EXISTENCE
OF THE SANHEDRIN, the patriarch Hillel II took an extraordinary step to PRESERVE
the UNITY OF ISRAEL. In order to prevent the Jews SCATTERED ALL OVER THE
SURFACE OF THE EARTH from celebrating their New Moons, FESTIVALS and
holidays at DIFFERENT TIMES, HE MADE PUBLIC THE SYSTEM OF CALENDAR
CALCULATION WHICH UP TO THEN HAD BEEN A CLOSELY GUARDED
SECRET. It had been used in the past only to check the observations and testimonies of
witnesses, and to determine the beginnings of the spring season.

Indeed, the calendar issues discussed above (including the adding of a 13th month, and the cause of
this) are so far accurate. The exception being that the Israel was out looking for a first crescent to
announce New Moon. This is how the Babylonian months were observed. The Babylonian rabbis
were the ones who taught the Khazars (Edomites who became known as Jews) the rabbinical calendar
for Sabbaths and feasts.
And according to history, when the Sanhedrin were not available, the calendar decisions fell to the
patriarch (father) of the family. So, the scattered Israelites were not in any need of Hillel II's calendar
changes. The calendar changes Hillel II made were not any closely guarded secret of the Sanhedrin,
they were an abrogation of the original calendar of Scripture. Some "Jewish" scholars admit the truth
about their calendar history, others deny it, hide it or obfuscate it. Depends on their audience. The
Jewish Encyclopedia was written for Jews, so they reveal the truth about the original Sabbath of Israel.
Who is rabbi Arthur Spier's audience?
Here are some quotes from the Talmud, the writings of the rabbis...
Rabbi Ismael, Rabbi Chambar, et al:
“The teachings of the Talmud stand above all other laws. They are more important than the laws of
Moses.”
Trach Mechilla:
“Jehovah Himself studies the Talmud standing; He has such respect for that book.”
Rabbi Menachem commentary on fifth book:
“The decisions of the Talmud are words of the living God. Jehovah Himself asks the opinions of the
earthly rabbis when there are difficult affairs in heaven.”
Michna Sanhedryn 11:3:
“It is more wicked to question the words of the rabbis than those of the Torah.”
The Talmud says:
“When you go to war do not go as the first, but as the last, so that you may return as the first. Five
things has Kanaan recommended to his sons: ‘Love each other, love the robbery, hate your masters and
never tell the truth.’” Pesachim F., p. 113B
Baba Mezia 59b says:
A rabbi debates God and defeats Him. God admits the rabbi won the debate.
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Nuff said? The rabbis are not Israelites, they are Edomites; Esau’s descendants. YHWH said, "Jacob
have I loved, But Esau have I hated." It seems this hatred is mutual.
“In accordance with this system, Hillel II formally sanctified all months in advance,
and intercalated all future leap years UNTIL SUCH TIME AS A NEW, RECOGNIZED
SANHEDRIN would be established in Israel. This is the PERMANENT CALENDAR
according to which the New Moons and Festivals are calculated and celebrated today by
the Jews ALL OVER THE WORLD” (p.1-2).

It is indeed a calendar, created and established by a man, Hillel II, a man not appointed by YHWH to
make any such calendar proclamations or changes. He did so under duress from Rome. But it is
agreed, that Jews all over the world have adopted this adulterous calendar for they are Edomites,
posing as Israelites, having not the love of the truth. In fact, they lie in the face of the other nations
because they are TAUGHT to by their rabbis...
The Talmud says:
“When you go to war do not go as the first, but as the last, so that you may return as the first. Five
things has Kanaan recommended to his sons: ‘Love each other, love the robbery, hate your masters and
never tell the truth.’” Pesachim F., p. 113B
“To communicate anything to a goy [non-Jew] about our religious relations would be equal to killing
of all Jews, for if the goyim knew what we teach about them they would kill us openly.” Libbre
David, p. 37.
Just because the Jews rejected the Messiah, which they were prophesied to do, as a whole,
nevertheless, that fact does not mean that they “disqualified” themselves from their God-appointed
duty of preserving the Oracles of God -- among which are included the calendar, and its calculations.
This principle is so important that I quote Arthur Spier's words once again.
The Jews have never been the Yah-appointed Oracles of Yah. In fact, the man from Galilee
encountered the Edomites in the first century. He not only recognized them, he skillfully painted them
into a corner so that they would expose themselves as imposters. John 8:28-44 in the KJV reads as
follows...
28 Then said Jesus unto them, When ye have lifted up the Son of man, then shall ye know that I am he,
and that I do nothing of myself; but as my Father hath taught me, I speak these things.
29 And he that sent me is with me: the Father hath not left me alone; for I do always those things that
please him.
30 As he spake these words, many believed on him.
31 Then said Jesus to those Jews which believed on him, If ye continue in my word, then are ye my
disciples indeed;
32 And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.
33 They answered him, We be Abraham’s seed, and were never in bondage to any man: how sayest
thou, Ye shall be made free?
34 Jesus answered them, Verily, verily, I say unto you, Whosoever committeth sin is the servant of sin.
35 And the servant abideth not in the house forever: but the son abideth ever.
36 If the Son therefore shall make you free, ye shall be free indeed.
37 I know that ye are Abraham’s seed; but ye seek to kill me, because my word hath no place in you.
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These “Jews” say that they have NEVER been in bondage. Surely they must have forgotten the
Hebrew captivities in Egypt, Babylon and Assyria.
Actually, they spoke the truth. Only Jacob’s descendants went into captivity. Also note that the
carpenter from Nazareth ADMITS that they are descendants of Abraham (verse 37).
38 I speak that which I have seen with my Father: and ye do that which ye have seen with your father.
39 They answered and said unto him, Abraham is our father. Jesus saith unto them, If ye were
Abraham’s children, ye would do the works of Abraham.
40 but now ye seek to kill me, a man that hath told you the truth, which I have heard of God: this did
not Abraham.
41 Ye do the deeds of your father. Then said they to him, We be not born of fornication; we have one
Father, even God.
42 Jesus said unto them, If God were your Father, ye would love me: for I proceeded forth and came
from God; neither came I of myself, but he sent me.
43 Why do ye not understand my speech? even because ye cannot hear my word.
44 Ye are of your father the devil, and the lusts of your father ye will do. He was a murderer from the
beginning, and abode not in the truth, because there is no truth in him. When he speaketh a lie, he
speaketh of his own: for he is a liar, and the father of it.
These men were indeed descendants of Abraham (and everyone involved in this dialog knew it), but
were never in bondage, and Jesus agrees. Revelation 2:9 says, I know the blasphemy of them which
say they are Jews [the Greek says Judahites or Judeans], and are not, but are the synagogue of Satan.
(See also Revelation 3:9)
Here again is Dankenbring's last sentence above... This principle is so important that I quote Arthur
Spier's words once again.
To be blunt about it, God is able to use imperfect men to do His Work -- and has been doing so
from the very beginnings of time. Only Christ, among all men, was ever “perfect” (Heb.5:7-9). All
the rest of us have sinned (Rom.3:10, 23; I John 1:8-10). Yet God uses us, in various ways, to get His
Work done. And He has used the Jews in a rather remarkable, phenomenal way, to preserve His
sacred calendar! It is preposterous nonsense to claim that they completely altered the weekly
succession and Sabbath reckoning in the fourth century of the present era, four hundred years after the
time of Christ! Rather, they were the God-appointed GUARDIANS of the calendar, including the
weekly cycle, which they preserved from dim antiquity!
And now heaven and the on-looking universe knows precisely why Dankenbring is so ignorant and
devoid of truth. Well, heaven already knew, but this is a newsflash for the rest of us. He considers a
Jew, rabbi Arthur Spier, to be a Sabbath and calendar authority. Amazing!
The word Jew is assumed to mean Israelite. It is Israel that the Father favors, the term Jew began in
the dark ages to describe those who kept a form of the Hebrew faith. By that time, true Israel had long
been scattered and had lost their identity. The only people around keeping some semblance of Torah
during the Dark Ages when the word “Jew” was coined were the Khazars, a fierce nomadic tribe from
southern Russia.
Here is a historic timeline.
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In 70 A.D., the last of the 12 tribes of Israel were scattered, the first 10 leaving the scene some 700
years earlier. These 12 tribes are lost to history, not retaining their true identity. In the 4th century, the
papacy came to power, thinking to change times and laws, confusing the calendar.
Between 700 and 900 A.D., the King of the Khazars sent out messengers asking representatives of
every major religion to present themselves before him. The Khazars were looking for a national
religion, and wanted to see what was available. As fate would have it, they selected Judaism, the
religion of the Babylonian Rabbis.
Did you catch that? The 12 tribes had been scattered some 700-900 years previous, yet the Khazars
adopted Judaism, a form of the Hebrew religion. The problem was that the only ones practicing any
form of the Hebrew religion at that time were the Babylonian Rabbis.
The Khazars became known as “the Jews” during the Dark Ages, not because they were Israelites by
race or even because they worship YHWH, rather, it is because they adopted the half pagan religion
(the Talmud) of the Babylonian Rabbis (the ones that had not gone back to Israel with Ezra and
Nehemiah). The word “Jew” was fairly new to the vernacular in 1611 when the KJV was translated
and it was inserted where the word Judahite or Judean was written in the original manuscripts. I
challenge you to use a Strong’s Concordance and look at the underlying Hebrew and Greek words
EVERY TIME where the word Jew is used in the KJV.
The Jews are not Israelites, yet many (Dankenbring included) seem to trust them for their own personal
doctrine. Listen and you can hear it from their own lips...
“Here is a paradox . . . A most ingenious paradox: an anthropological fact, many Christians may have
much more Hebrew-Israelite blood in their veins than most of their Jewish neighbors.” Jewish author,
Alfred M. Lilienthal, What Price Israel, p. 223.
The 1980 Jewish Almanac, p. 3, in the first chapter entitled, “Identity Crisis” said… “Strictly
speaking, it is incorrect to call an ancient Israelite a ‘Jew’ or to call a contemporary Jew and ‘Israelite’
or a ‘Hebrew.’”
A percentage of the people who are known today as Jews are descendants of Abraham and Isaac, but
not of Jacob. History reveals that they are actually the descendants of the fierce Turkish, Khazar tribes
which roamed regions of southern Russia and who adopted Judaism between 7th and 9th centuries
A.D.
“No one can deny that the Jews are a most unique and unusual people. That uniqueness exists
because of their Edomite heritage. You cannot be English Jews. We are a race, and only as a race
can we perpetuate. Our mentality is of Edomitish character, and differs from that of an Englishman.
Enough subterfuges! Let us assert openly that we are International Jews.” Manifesto of the “World
Jewish Federation,” January 1, 1935, through their spokesman, Gerald Soman. [Emphasis my own.]
“Edom is modern Jewry.” —The Jewish Encyclopedia, 1925 edition, Vol.5, p.41
“Today, the Khazars are known as ‘Jews,’ not because of any racial question, but because of their
religion.” (Jewish historian, Arthur Koestler, The Thirteenth Tribe, New York: Random House, Inc.
1976)
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Koestler also wrote that during the Middle Ages, they lost the name Khazar and became known as
Jews. (The Thirteenth Tribe, New York: Random House, Inc. 1976, pp. 152-161)
From the above, we can clearly see that the Jews fully understand their Edomite heritage and as the
third edition of the Jewish Encyclopedia for 1925 records:
“Chazars [Khazars]: A people of Turkish origin whose life and history are interwoven with the very
beginnings of the history of the Jews of Russia. The kingdom of the Chazars was firmly established in
most of South Russia long before the foundation of the Russian monarchy by the Varangians.” (855).
Hasdai ibn Shaprut, who was foreign minister to Abd-al-Rahman, Sultan of Cordova, in his letter to
King Joseph of the Chazars (about 960 A.D.) speaks of the tradition according to which the Chazars
once dwelt near the Seir Mountains. The ‘Seir Mountains’ are none other than the original land of
Esau-Edom - ‘Thus dwelt Esau in mount Seir: Esau is Edom’ (Genesis 36:8). Seir was a mountain
range south of the Dead Sea and was also known as the ‘land of Edom’ (Genesis 36:21). The Seir
Mountains were the home of the Edomites for nearly a millennium (The Edomites arrived in Edom or
Seir at the end of the 14th and beginning of the 13th century B.C. Encyclopedia Judaica, Vol. 6, p.
372). Thus we have it from Jewish sources that the Khazars originally ‘dwelt near the Seir Mountains’
so are racially of Edomite stock, not Israelite. But how and when did Edomites get to Khazaria?
There is evidence that in the 6th century BC, some of the Edomites fled their homeland of Seir and
migrated north, ‘After the fall of Jerusalem, in 586 BC, the Edomites began to press northward
(Ezekiel 36:5). The New Westminster Dictionary of the Bible, ed. by Henry S. Gehman, The
Westminster Press, Philadelphia, 1970, p. 418.” (The Jewish Encyclopedia, Vol. IV, (1905), p. 3).
So what have we learned? The Khazars are descendants of Esau, not Jacob. The Khazars claim Mt.
Seir as their point of origin (Jewish Encyclopedia, 1901-6, Vol. IV, p. 3). Mt. Seir was the homeland of
the Edomites who descended from Esau. (Genesis 36:1-8, Deuteronomy 2:4-5). YHVH says in
Malachi 1:2-3, Jacob I have loved, Esau I have hated.
And a rabbinical Jew (Authur Spier) is where Dankenbring gets the "evidence" for his Sabbath
doctrine. And before you cry foul (for I have also used the writings of the "Jews" above to prove the
Lunar Sabbath) let me offer you this. 1) The "Jews" admit that the Sabbath used to be based on the
cycle of the moon, and Scripture, nature and the historical record agrees. 2) The "Jews" also say that
satyrday is the weekly Sabbath, which Scripture, nature and the historical record handily disproves.
The Scriptures say in Deuteronomy 19:15, et al, that in order to prove what is true, we need 2-3
witnesses. I accept what the "Jews" admit in #1 above because Scripture, nature and the historical
record agrees. Dankenbring embraces what the "Jews" say in #2.
The Scribes and the Pharisees
Jesus Christ Himself alluded to this truth, and the authority of the Jews to preserve the calendar,
which is the key to understanding and observing the annual Holy Days and Festivals of God. He
declared in plain words:
“The scribes and the Pharisees sit in Moses’ seat. Therefore
whatever they tell you to observe, that observe and do”
(Matt.23:2-3).
The Pharisees in the 1st century were observing Israel's original luni-solar calendar and Lunar Sabbath.
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The evidence can be found here: http://www.creationcalendar.com/CalendarIssue/28-8-15-2229_Proof.pdf.
Any one who sits in “Moses’ seat” would have authority to interpret and rule on the words and
laws that were imparted by God through Moses -- including the Law, the Holy Days, and the statutes
and judgments God gave Israel through Moses. The scribes and Pharisees of Jesus’ time inherited this
prerogative -- this jurisdiction!
Indeed, and they acted under the curse recorded in Deuteronomy 4:2. The Jews and the half
converted were under no such constraint.
Jesus Himself said so, and He never revoked this authority.
The rabbis of the fourth century were the spiritual descendants of the scribes and Pharisees of
Jesus' own day. They therefore inherited this SAME AUTHORITY -- they also "sat is Moses' seat"
during their time.
The rabbis of the 4th century were descendants of the rabbis who remained in Babylon (who were the
original authors of the Babylonian Talmud). These men refused to return to Israel with Ezra and
Nehemiah, so just exactly where was their allegiance? There were no Israelites in any leadership role
living in Israel after A.D. 70. They had all been killed or scattered by Titus and the armies of Rome.
This left a power vacuum in Israel which the Babylonian rabbis exploited, gaining the upper hand over
the Palestinian rabbis who (apostatized at times, but) were mostly true to the faith of Abraham. And
the fact that Yeshua never corrected anyone's Sabbath observance during his ministry proves that Israel
was observing the original calendar and Sabbath in the first century.
There is no evidence whatsoever that during the fourth century, or any other time, they rejected
God's seven day weekly cycle, or substituted another cycle for it!
Well, no evidence whatsoever other than Constantine adopting the pagan planetary week in A.D. 321,
and Hillel II adding to Torah by adopting Rome's seven day planetary week (under duress) which
created havoc when coupled with Israel's lunar months, forcing him to create postponement laws in
A.D. 358 found nowhere in Torah.
I'm sorry to inform you friend, but Constantine was not a child of the king, he could do whatever he
wanted to the Roman calendar, but Hillel II had NO SUCH authority to alter the Hebrew calendar.
This idea, masquerading as "modern scholarship, is nothing but sheer modern lunacy!
The Jews knew they needed to preserve the knowledge of when the holy days occurred. The
weekly cycle was never altered, abrogated, or tampered with!
If there had been such a change, it would have been
documented as a tremendous controversy rocking the
foundations of Judaism -- but the sheer overwhelming
SILENCE of such a controversy, by the Jews who
document EVERY MAJOR DISAGREEMENT, and
every controversy, in the Mishnah and Talmud -- is
powerful proof that such a thing did not happen!!!
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And He hath violently taken away His tabernacle, as if it were of a garden: He hath destroyed His
places of the assembly: YHWH hath caused the solemn feasts and sabbaths to be forgotten in Zion,
and hath despised in the indignation of His anger the king and the priest. Lamentations 2:6

“The New Moon is still, and the Sabbath originally was, dependent upon the lunar cycle.” Universal
Jewish Encyclopedia, p. 410. Please note the source.
“… each lunar month was divided into four parts, corresponding to the four phases of the moon. The
first week of each month began with the new moon, so that, as the lunar month was one or two days
more than four periods of seven days, these additional days were not reckoned at all.” Universal
Jewish Encyclopedia, Vol. 10, p. 482. Article "Week." Please note the source.
“…the Hebrew Sabbathon … was celebrated at intervals of seven days, corresponding with changes
in the moon’s phases...” Encyclopedia Biblica, 1899. p. 4180
“In the time of the earliest prophets, the New Moon stood in the same line with another lunar
observance, the Sabbath. Ezekiel, who curiously enough frequently dates his prophecies on the New
Moon … describes the gate of the inner court of the (new) temple looking eastward as kept shut for the
six working days, but opened on the Sabbath and the New Moon.” Scribner's Dictionary of the Bible
(1898 edit.), p. 521
“The Hebrew month is a lunar month and the quarter of this period—one phase of the moon—appears
to have determined the week of seven days.” Encyclopedia Biblica, p. 4780.
“…The [early] Hebrews employed lunar seven-day weeks…which ended with special observances on
the seventh day but none the less were tied to the moon’s course.” Hutton Webster, in his book, Rest
Days, page 254.
In the article Shawui Calendar: Ancient Shawui Observance, we find confirmation of a radical
change in YHWH’s calendar. “The [lunar]...calendar was used by all the original disciples of
Yeshua... This original Nazarene lunar-solar calendar was supplanted by a Roman ‘planetary week’
and calendar in 135 C.E. -- when the ‘Bishops of the Circumcision’ (i.e. legitimate Nazarene
successors to Yeshua) were displaced from Jerusalem. This began a three hundred year controversy
concerning the true calendar and correct Sabbath.”
“This intimate connection between the week and the month was soon dissolved. It is certain that the
week soon followed a development of its own, and it became the custom -- without paying any regard
to the days of the month (i.e. the lunar month) -- ...so that the New Moon no longer coincided with the
first day [of the month ].” Encyclopedia Biblica, (1899 edit.), p. 5290.
“… the custom of celebrating the Sabbath every 7th day, irrespective of the relationship of the day to
the moon’s phases, led to a complete separation from the ancient view of the Sabbath...”
Encyclopedia Biblica, (1899 edit.), p. 4179.
“The calendar was originally fixed by observation, and ultimately by calculation. Up to the fall of the
Temple (A.D. 70), witnesses who saw the new moon came forward and were strictly examined and if
their evidence was accepted the month was fixed by the priests. Eventually the authority passed to the
Sanhedrin and ultimately to the Patriarchate. …. Gradually observation gave place to calculation.
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The right to determine the calendar was reserved to the Patriarchate; the Jews of Mesopotamia [Ed.—
Babylonian Jews] tried in vain to establish their own calendar but the prerogative of Palestine was
zealously defended. So long as Palestine remained a religious centre, it was naturally to the homeland
that the Diaspora looked for its calendar. Uniformity was essential, for if different parts had celebrated
feasts on different days confusion would have ensued. It was not until the 4th century A.D. that
Babylon fixed the calendar…” Encyclopedia Britannica: Vol. 4, article “Calendar”.
“These imported [from Babylon] superstitions eventually led Jewish rabbis to call Saturn Shabbti, ‘the
star of the Sabbath,’ [and]...it was not until the first century of our era, when the planetary week had
become an established institution, that the Jewish Sabbath seems always to have corresponded to
Saturn’s Day [Satyrday].” Hutton Webster in his book, Rest Days, p. 244.
“With the development of the importance of the Sabbath as a day of consecration and the emphasis
laid upon the significant number seven, the week became more and more divorced from its lunar
connection...” Universal Jewish Encyclopedia: Vol. 10, 1943 edit. Article, "Week," p. 482. Please
note the source.
“The four quarters of the moon supply an obvious division of the month...it is most significant that in
the older parts of the Hebrew scriptures the new moon and the Sabbath are almost invariably
mentioned together. The [lunar] month is beyond question an old sacred division of time common to
all the semites; even the Arabs, who received the week at quite a late period from the Syrians, greeted
the New Moon with religious acclamations. … We cannot tell [exactly] when the Sabbath became
disassociated from the month.” Encyclopedia Biblica, 1899 edit., pp. 4178-4179..
“Luni-solar calendar foundations of the Jewish calendar extend from the earliest verses of scripture.
Natural, uniform motions of the heavenly spheres are the pivotal markers of time reckoning. The list
of ancient characters mentioned in the Old Testament used this lunar-solar calendar system of time
recording. Observation of lunar phases coupled with solar positioning graduated the lifetime ages of
Adam and his descendants. . . .
“Changes in the appearance of the moon provided the seven-day week. Originating with ancient
interpretations of lunar time, divisions of seven days separate the four basic lunar phases... Starting
with a dark new moon, the moon gradually comes into view on following nights. In about seven days
the first half of the moon is visible. The second half waxes until full moon at the end of two weeks.
Lunar light reverses progression in the third week, waning to half visibility again. A fourth week
completes the month, and visibility again diminishes toward a new moon. Completion of four lunar
phases comprises the month.” Ages of Adam, published in 1995, by Clark K. Nelson.
Indeed. The sheer overwhelming SILENCE of this controversy is absolutely deafening. And it is
powerful proof that Elder Dankenbring does err, not knowing the Scriptures or the historical record.
He knows nothing about that Sabbath of YHWH, and he is teaching men to follow after him. They
follow at their own peril.
The ox knoweth his owner, and the ass his master's crib: but Israel doth not know, My people doth not
consider. Isaiah 1:3
Isn't it about time we open our eyes, and carefully check the record of history, before we
swallow modern day bunk and poppycock?
Yeah sure, open eyes. Do as Dankenbring says, not as he does, for few man are as blind as he.
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New Testament Proof
What about the New Testament Scriptures? What do they have to say on this controversy?
When we analyze the repercussions of Keyser's "new truth," we find that it completely distorts and
alters the plain teachings of the New Testament.
That's funny. Every Sabbath that can be date identified in the NT falls on the 8th, 15th, 22nd or 29th
day of the lunar month, same as the OT lunar months. See link at the top of p. 61 above.
For example, Keyser's theory postulates that the 15th of Nisan -- the First Day of Unleavened
Bread -- would always fall on a Sabbath. [Not a theory, not postulation. Fact.] This means that
according to Keyser, therefore, in 30 A.D. when Jesus Christ was crucified, the "high day" following
His crucifixion (John 19:31) fell on the weekly Sabbath. In other words, according to this new
hypothesis, the day of the crucifixion was FRIDAY! So, according to Keyser, the crucifixion fell on
Friday, and the resurrection was on Sunday morning -- Easter Sunday -- after all!
That is not what Keyser said. He said that the first day of Unleavened Bread always falls on the
Sabbath. He did NOT say that it always falls on a satyrday.
Dankenbring is so deluded (or desperate to dissuade his readers from going with Elder Keyser) that he
is now openly twisting Keyser's words.
Scholars have generally agreed that the only dates that the crucifixion could have taken place was A.D.
30, 31 or 33. The reason for these years is that there are other historical events that took place at
known dates that must be taken into consideration and placed in the timeline of the events in the
NT. Passover was a lunar event, the 14th day of the first lunar month. The moon's phases are not a
secret; the lunar cycle can be determined in either the past or future with a great deal of accuracy. If
you know how to identify the Scriptural New Moon, any moon phase calculator will tell you that...
Passover would have been on the pagan mo-day in 28 A.D.
On the pagan su-day in 29 A.D.
On the pagan th-day in 30 A.D.
On the pagan tuesday in 31 A.D.
On the pagan su-day in 32 A.D.
And on the pagan th-day in 33 A.D.
What this proves is that there were no fri-sat-sun weekend Passovers on ANY of the dates between 28
and 33 A.D. covering all the suspected years of the crucifixion. And the day after Passover in the year
of the crucifixion was most certainly the weekly Sabbath, see Mark 15:42, Luke 23:54-56, John 19:31,
which means that if satyrday is the Sabbath, friday would have been Passover. But there are no fri-satsun crucifixion weekends available. This proves that the pagan planetary week was not employed by
Israel in the first century. They observed the Lunar-solar calendar established at Creation, a fact
corroborated by historians and proved in Scripture.
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1. Where does it say in Scripture that satyrday is the Sabbath?
2. Where does it say in Scripture that the Sabbath is every seventh day in succession, in an unbroken
cycle of seven day weeks?
Jeremiah 10:2 says to not learn the way of the heathen. The week adopted by the Gregorian calendar
originated as the pagan seven day planetary week. The ONLY reason Dankenbring and every other
satyrday Sabbath keeper claims that the Sabbath is on an unbroken cycle of seven days is because they
are LOOKING at the pagan/papal calendar with it's repeating seven day weeks. Dankenbring cannot
explain why YHWH would embed His Sabbath the pagan/papal Gregorian calendar while exclusively
embedding His other feast days in the lunar-solar calendar established at Creation. Nor can he explain
how all the patriarchs and prophets were able to keep the Sabbath throughout the Scriptures when
satyrday is not mentioned in Scripture and was not the seventh day of the week until A.D. 321 when
Constantine venerated the day of the sun, with sunday supplanting satyrday as the first day of the week
and dropping satyrday all the way to the last day of the week.
Here is a first century pagan planetary calendar and week...

saturn’s day, sun’s day, moon’s day, mars’ day, mercury’s day, jupiter’s day, venus’ day
Rome ruled the world in the first century B.C., thus
the Roman numerals, but this is not a Roman
calendar. This is a bona fide pagan seven day
planetary week as it existed from 800-600 B.C.,
until A.D. 321 when Constantine venerated the day
of the sun. You see, Constantine worshiped Mithra,
the Persian version of the sun god. He did not want
the day of the sun taking a back seat to saturn, so
when he venerated the day of the sun all he did was
bump satyrday from the coveted #1 position in the
week all the way to the seventh day, which was
vacated by all the other days moving up one position
in the weekly cycle, permitting the sun’s day to hold
the preeminent position. The sketch above came
from this clay calendar tablet (above).
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You see, the dirty little secret is out. Satyrday was not the seventh day of the week anywhere on the
planet until A.D. 321, and then by virtue of Constantine, not the Creator Almighty, so it certainly was
NOT the Sabbath of Israel at any time in earth’s history.
In the first century, Rome observed an 8 (EIGHT) day calendar week. They were identified as A-B-CD-E-F-G-H. Below is an actual copy of a first century Roman calendar. At that time, the months of
january and april had 29 days instead of 31 and 30 days (respectively) that they consist of now.

In light of this historical evidence that contradicts Dankenbring's claim (that the record will prove that
the weekly cycle has remained intact throughout history) I would like to allow him to recant and
withdraw this accusation from evidence. It seems prudent to do so at this time since the calendar that
he alleges contains the Sabbath of Creation fails to support his claim.
Naturally, the weekly Sabbath command is still in effect, and the calendar established at Creation is
STILL in commission, therefore I would like to submit to ladies and gentlemen of the jury that the
weekly cycle that originated in Genesis 1 has indeed never been changed, it has remained intact
throughout history, but that this week is NOT the seven day planetary week presented by Elder
Dankenbring. The man-made week has changed several time throughout history. There have been 7,
8 and 10 day weeks that I am aware of and the ONLY one to contain a day designated as "satyrday" is
the pagan (now papal) planetary week.
One of the major arguments among Christians, today, is over how much time Jesus Christ
actually spent in the grave. [Oh wow. I never thought I would be able to feed Dankenbring the words
of yet another of his arguments, but that is exactly what is about to happen.] In the book of Matthew,
we read the very words of Jesus Christ concerning His death and resurrection. [And if you would read
the other account of this event recorded in the gospel of Luke, you will learn that Elder Dankenbring
does err, not knowing the Scriptures. But I've said that before...] He declared in plain and unequivocal
words:
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"Then certain of the scribes and Pharisees answered, saying, Master, we would
see a sign from thee. But he answered and said unto them, An evil and adulterous
generation seeketh after a sign; and there shall no sign be given to it, but the sign
of Jonah: For as Jonah was THREE DAYS AND THREE NIGHTS in the whale's
belly; so shall the Son of man be THREE DAYS AND THREE NIGHTS in the
heart of the earth" (Matthew 12:40).

This seems like plain language, in English. Three days and three nights would constitute 72
hours, since there are 24 hours in a whole day. Jesus Himself said elsewhere, "Are there not twelve
hours in the day? If any man walk in the day, he stumbleth not, because he seeth the light of this
world" (John 11:9). Since the Messiah Himself defines a day as equaling twelve hours, then the night
would also equal twelve hours, and the two added together would be 24 hours. That is simple
arithmetic. Three days and three nights, then, would be 3X12 = 36 hours of day, and 3X12 = 36 hours
of night, and 36 + 36 = 72 hours.
As Sherlock Holmes would say, "Elementary, my dear Watson!"
Indeed, 1 + 1 + 1 should equal 3. But it does not when Dankenbring is the teacher. I'm going to let
Elder Dankenbring blather on without much comment until the end of his little fruitless exercise about
3 days and 3 nights in the grave, then I'm going to give you ALL of the evidence and let you decide.
However, there is no way in heaven or earth you can squeeze 72 hours between sunset Friday
(so-called "Good Friday," but I fail to see what was so "good" about it! I'm sure if Christ were
crucified on that day, then Satan the devil would be the one calling it "good," saying in his heart,
"Good riddance!") and sunrise Sunday morning! If we assume that Christ were buried just before
sunset on Friday, and arose at sunrise on Sunday, and if these two events coincided with approximately
6:00 PM and 6:00 AM, to keep it simple, then the total length of time Christ would have been buried in
the tomb would have been Friday night (12 hours), Saturday day (12 hours), and Saturday night (12
hours) -- or a total of 36 hours -- just one half of the length of time He said He would be in the grave!
Now, if Jesus was in the grave only 36 hours, more or less, then He failed to fulfill the ONLY
SIGN which He said would be given to that generation, proving that He was the Christ -- the Messiah - the Saviour of the world!
Isn't that plain? Bullinger in The Companion Bible shows the fallacy of this argument. He
writes:
"The fact that 'three days' is used by Hebrew idiom for any part of three days
and three nights is not disputed; because it was the common way of reckoning,
just as it was when used of years. Three or any number of years was used
inclusively of any part of those years, as may be seen in the reckoning of the
reigns of any of the kings of Israel and Judah.
"But when the number of 'nights' is stated as well as the number of 'days,' then
the expression ceases to be an idiom, and BECOMES A LITERAL STATEMENT
OF FACT" (The Companion Bible, appendix 144, page 170). [Bullinger is correct.]

But Jesus said He would be in the grave three days and three nights, as the prophet Jonah was
in the belly of the great fish. [He said nothing of the kind.] What about the usage in this case?
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In the book of Jonah the prophet we read: "Now the LORD had prepared a great fish to
swallow up Jonah. And Jonah was in the belly of the fish three days and three nights" (Jonah 1:17).
Bullinger says of this example:
"Hence when it says that 'Jonah was in the belly of the fish three days and three nights'
(Jonah 1:17) it means exactly what it says, and this can be the ONLY MEANING OF
THE EXPRESSION in Matthew 12:40; 16:4; Luke 11:30 . . ."

Thus when Jesus Christ said He would be in the grave for three days AND THREE NIGHTS,
He meant exactly what He said. Since there are 12 hours in a day, three days equals 36 daylight hours;
since there are 12 hours in a night, three nights equals 36 hours; 36 plus 36 equals 72 hours Jesus
spent in the grave! It is as simple as that. [The 72 hours is correct, but states nothing about a grave.]
Even if we were to conclude that the Hebrew idiom applied, which it does not as Bullinger
shows clearly, the record shows that the time allotted between a Friday evening burial and Sunday
morning resurrection only allows for three partial days and two nights -- and this amount of time is
clearly INSUFFICIENT to fulfill the words of Jesus Christ! [A prophecy is fulfilled to the letter.]
Let me ask a simple question. Where does it say Jesus would be in the grave for 3 days and 3 nights?
Heart of the earth means the land of Israel. Please understand that Scripture is its own dictionary and
the FIRST time this phrase is used is in Genesis 48:16. Matthew was writing his gospel to Israelites so
he wrote in terms that they would readily recognize. “In the heart of…” is very much a Hebrew idiom
or expression, a figure of speech. This phrase is found several times throughout the Old Testament,
which was the only Scripture extant at the time Matthew wrote. Let’s examine some of them.
The Angel which redeemed me from all evil, bless the lads; and let my name be named on them, and
the name of my fathers Abraham and Isaac; and let them grow into a multitude in the midst of the
earth, Genesis 48:16. See also Exodus 8:22, Psalm 74:12, and Daniel 4:10
Out of heaven he made thee to hear his voice, that he might instruct thee: and upon earth he showed
thee his great fire; and thou heardest his words out of the midst of the fire. Deuteronomy 4:36
There be three things which are too wonderful for me, yea, four which I know not:
The way of an eagle in the air; the way of a serpent upon a rock; the way of a ship in the midst of the
sea; and the way of a man with a maid. Proverbs 30:18-19
Midst of the earth and heart of the earth are the same thing. Heart of the earth is a Hebrew idiom used
in both the OT and the NT and it is never used to mean grave. If Jesus had wanted to say he was going
to be in the "grave" for 3 days and 3 nights, he had plenty of words and expressions to choose from:
grave, sheol, hell, the pit, gehenna, tartarus, the abyss, hades, etc. Granted, some of those are Greek,
not Hebrew/Aramaic, but the Greek translators did not use the Greek equivalent for grave either.
He is saying that he will be in the middle of Israel for three days and three nights. What exactly is
meant by this is open to debate, but what cannot be successfully argued is that this phrase means grave
when it literally means something on the surface of the earth, not 6 feet under (so to speak). How can
we know? Do any of the above passages in any way indicate a location beneath the surface of the
earth or sea? Is a ship that is in the heart of the ocean on the surface or has it sunk to the bottom? Was
the heavenly voice heard from underneath the fire or out of the middle of it?
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Many (including me at one point) thought that the sign of Jonah meant the time he spent in the belly of
the great fish. And if you only read Matthew's account, this is easy to think. But stopping there will
show our lack of studiousness. Read Luke's account (as Bullinger suggested above).
If you compare Matthew 12 to Luke 11:29-32, the sign of Jonah is the message Jonah gave the
Ninevites, not the journey he endured getting to Nineveh. Evidence: What was the only sign Jonah
gave the Ninevites? It was "repent or die." Did you know that Nineveh is about 300 miles from the
shore where Jonah was vomited out on the beach. Do you suppose that it was one of Darwin’s fish
that had sprouted legs permitting this great fish to walk on to Nineveh to spit Jonah out at the gate to
the city? There is no evidence recorded that Jonah gave this testimony in Nineveh, so the Ninevites
had no knowledge of it. So how could the time in the belly of the great fish be a sign for the
Ninevites? They knew nothing of it.
What was the ONLY sign Jesus gave to the scribes and Pharisees? The same one Jonah gave Nineveh.
Repent or die. There is always perfect harmony in the truth.
In order to have Jesus in the tomb for three full days and be resurrected on a “sunday” some say that
Passover must have been on a “wednesday”. Even then the resurrection is forced to take place minutes
after sundown on the Sabbath (from sunset on the 14th to sunset on the 17th) when Scripture said it
took place shortly before dawn on the first day of the week. (Matthew 28:1, Mark 16:2, Luke 24:1 and
John 20:1) This segment of their calendar looks like this:
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Interestingly, if you were to count backward by seven using today’s calendar, Passover was on what
we now call tuesday (if 31 A.D. is the crucifixion year), not friday or wednesday. Look at the calendar
model above. Let’s assume for a moment that the remark about the sign of Jonah WAS Prophetic, the
prophecy was for 3 Days and 3 Nights (in that order). Order is everything in a prophecy. That is one
way to determine if it was a false prophecy or a false fulfillment. If he was buried at even (at sunset)
on the 14th, then he was in the tomb for 3 nights and 3 days, not 3 day and 3 nights. Which would be a
false fulfillment, right? And in order for him to be the wavesheaf, he would have had to be resurrected
right at dawn, the morrow after the Sabbath. Yet by forcing a 3 day/3 night prophecy onto this passage
(and applying it to a calendar) he would have been raised at sunset on the 17th, the seventh day, not at
dawn the first day: 14th n, 15th d/n, 16th d/n, 17th d -- that's 3 nights and 3 days. Not three days and
three nights as this "prophecy" is worded. And according to the NT record, he was resurrected on the
morning of the first day of the week, not the evening of the seventh (see passages in paragraph above).
Understanding the weekend of the crucifixion in this manner creates another very critical problem.
See the first calendar model above. It is correctly said that the Sabbath that occurred after Passover
was the first day of Unleavened Bread (Abib 15). The problem with a wednesday crucifixion is that
this forces the 17th of Abib to be some spurious “weekly” Sabbath after which would follow
resurrection sunday (the 18th as presented here). Now, count backward seven days from the 17th. Do
you know what the 10th day of Abib was for?
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Every year, on the 10th day of Abib, Israel was commanded to go into the field and select the Passover
lamb and set it aside. Folks who did not have livestock went to the temple and purchased a sacrifice.
There are no instructions to postpone the purchase or to make the purchase a day early if the 10th just
happened to fall on the Sabbath. Isn't that odd? You cannot say that this was Holy Work or a Holy
Purchase because these were common men, not the priests. There is no such thing as a Set-Apart
(holy) purchase. Commerce is commerce.
Those who force Passover (Abib 14) to fall on a wednesday have a problem. See again the calendar
model on the previous page. If the 17th was a Sabbath, so was the 10th. The 17th is nowhere called a
Sabbath, but the 10th IS a commanded work day, see Exodus 12:3-6. If you will read Leviticus 23
you will find that the Passover is the 14th of Abib, the Sabbath is the following day, the 15th so the
morning AFTER the Sabbath is the 16th. Unless I've missed something somewhere, it is always best
to make things line up with Torah. The resurrection took place on the 16th in the NT if the OT is to be
believed. What is NOT to be believed is that the phrase “in the heart of the earth” has anything to do
with a grave/tomb.
The day after Passover in the year of the crucifixion was most certainly the weekly Sabbath, see Mark
15:42, Luke 23:54-56, John 19:31. Now, let’s put the Abib 14 back where it belongs as preparation
day for the Sabbath (see below) and add the false prophecy of 3 days and 3 nights IN THE TOMB, and
now Jesus would have been raised at sunset on the 17th, the second day of the week, not the first day at
dawn. There is nothing about the statement in Matthew 12 that is prophetic or that found fulfillment at
the crucifixion.
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There are many places where the man from Galilee said he would rise on the third day. Third day and
3 days and 3 nights are two different things. Let me explain. It rained for 40 days and 40 nights. If
the text said it had only rained for 40 days, that would mean it stopped raining at night, raining only
during daylight hours. That’s why the flood account reads as it does, specifically mentioning day
AND night.
Third day means exactly that. We have an example in Exodus 19:11.
And YHWH said unto Moses, Go unto the people, and sanctify them today and tomorrow, and let them
wash their clothes,
And be ready against the third day: for the third day YHWH will come down in the sight of all the
people upon mount Sinai. Exodus 19:10-11
Look at the context (verse 10). Today, tomorrow and the third day comprises the three days in
question.
There are MANY places in the 4 gospels where the man from Galilee says he will rise on the third
day. Only one where he says in three days he would rise (John 2:19), and in this account John
distinctly does not add “three nights” to his statement. In the context of how days are counted, he was
killed on the 14th, rested on the 15th, and raised on the third day (the 16th).
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The accounts in Matthew 12 and Luke 11 taken together say nothing about him being in the grave for
any amount of time. There isn’t anything in either passage that resembles the grave nor is there a
word/phrase that means “grave” in either passage.
To the law and to the testimony: if they speak not according to this word, it is because there is no light
in them. Isaiah 8:20
A couple of things:
1. Leviticus 23:4-14 gives the timeline for this particular event. If it is prophetic, then anti-type has to
line up with it to the letter. Leviticus 23 is Torah. In this passage, Abib 14 is passover, the next day is
the Sabbath of Unleavened Bread, and the morrow after the Sabbath (Abib 16) is wavesheaf. If you
want a historical reference for this, is Josephus acceptable?
In The Antiquities of the Jews, Chapter 10, section 5, he has this to say about the Passover season:
(248) “In the month of Xanthicus, which is by us called Nisan, and is the beginning of the year, on the
fourteenth day of the lunar month, when the sun is in Aries (for in this month it was that we were
delivered from bondage under the Egyptians, and law ordained that we should every year slay that
sacrifice which I before told you we slew when we came out of Egypt, and which was called the
Passover; and so we do celebrate this Passover in companies, leaving nothing of what we sacrifice till
the day following. (249) The feast of unleavened bread succeeds that of the Passover, and falls on the
fifteenth day of the month and continued seven days, wherein they feed on unleavened bread… (250)
But on the second day of unleavened bread, which is the sixteenth day of the month, they first partake
of the fruits of the earth, for before that day, they do not touch them. …. (251) They take a handful of
ears, and dry them, then beat them small and purge the barley from the bran; they then bring one tenth
deal to the altar, to Elohim; and, casting one handful of it upon the fire they leaven the rest for use of
the priest; and after this it is that they may publicly or privately reap their harvest.”
Josephus is explaining to the Gentile nations how the barley could be harvested on the 16th, and says
exactly what Leviticus 23 says about the feast of Passover, Unleavened Bread and wavesheaf.
According to Scripture, wavesheaf was the morrow after the Sabbath, according to Josephus, that
Sabbath was Abib 15.
2. If you are going to apply the timeline of Leviticus 23 to the crucifixion, than you are obliged (dare I
say, forced) to stay within the parameters of the text. That means you have the 14th, 15th, and 16th to
work with. If it speaks not according to this word, there is no light in it.
Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, who has presented the truth about the Three Days and Three Nights
proposed by Matthew 12? Who has come to their conclusion based on all of the evidence (or lack of
evidence) provided? Who has forced their conclusion in spite of the evidence?
John Keyser's lunar-sabbath theory claims that Christ was crucified on a Friday after all -- and
that the annual holy day fell on the weekly Sabbath. [Read Keyser's study (link on first page). He
never says anything about a friday crucifixion which would admittedly force a satryday Sabbath.
Dankenbring is blatatnly lying about what Keyer said in his study.] Since this idea is the very same as
the Protestant-Catholic "Good Friday-Easter Sunday" tradition, isn't it also a RETURN TO
BABYLON instead of a discover of "new truth"? [Slinging crap hoping something will stick, Elder?]
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In reality then, Keyser has gone BACK TO BABYLON in his new theology!
Which will we believe -- God's word? Or the ideas of men? Jesus Christ warned those who
profess to follow Him, "Howbeit in VAIN do they WORSHIP ME, teaching for doctrines the
commandments of men. [Please find for me one place in Scripture where satyrday is called the
Sabbath. Please find for me one place in Scripture that says the weeks are on a repeating 7 day cycle.
These are the doctrines (of men) that Dankenbring is teaching, but these don't count. Naturally. The
Law is suspended in the presence of great men of intellect such as Elder Dankenbring.] For laying
aside the commandments of God, ye hold the tradition of men . . . And he said unto them, Full well ye
reject the commandment of God, that ye may keep your own tradition" (Mark 7:7-9). Jesus warned of
the danger of "making the word of God of none effect through your tradition" (verse 13).
Oh the irony! The great irony written by Dankenbring himself. Satyrday as the Sabbath of Scripture
AND seventh day of the week is nothing more then the commandment of men and the tradition of the
papacy handed down to her daughters, the protestant churches.
This new teaching of Keyser sets aside the commandments of God, and substitutes Satandevised and Babylonian-based inventions!
Puh-LEASE! Does he never tire of the hyperbole and lies?
The ORACLES of God!
God gave His oracles -- including the knowledge of the Sabbath day -- TO THE JEWS to
preserve down through time. [To the JEWS? Bah-hahahahahahahahahahahahaha! Oh my. I am
so sorry about that outburst. Would you rather me curse him for being a fool or laugh at him? Neither
will change his mind, just as he could not shame Keyser to recant.] As the apostle Paul wrote:
"What advantage then hath the JEW? or what profit is there in circumcision?
MUCH EVERY WAY: CHIEFLY, BECAUSE THAT UNTO THEM WERE
COMMITTED THE ORACLES OF GOD. For what if some did not believe?
Shall their unbelief make the faith of God of no effect? GOD FORBID: yea,
let God be true, but every man a liar" (see Romans 3:1-4).

God did not give His oracles to John Keyser. [Perhaps not, but He did give John Keyser an
open mind and the spirit of truth which spurs a burning desire in him to discover truth. The Almighty
seems to have graced you with....um, the.....well, (lemme think).... I, um ... uh, the uncanny ability to
present the traditions of men. I think the ladies and gentlemen of the jury would agree that you have
that down perfect.] He gave them to the JEWS to preserve down through the centuries and the
corridors of time. They have done a very good job, overall -- that is why God gave them this
responsibility! [Just replace the word Jew or Jews with Israel and Israelites, and everything
Dankenbring is saying about the Jews here will be pretty much correct.] What mistakes they have
made God will judge them for. But overall, they have preserved the oracles -- teachings -- of God.
The rabbis still sit in Moses' seat (Matt.23:1-3). They still have authority to TEACH the laws of God
handed down through Moses. [The Jews have not the authority to train my dog, much less teach the
Torah, a book they despise.] And this most definitely includes the true knowledge of the Sabbath day!
GUARD the Doors of Your Mind
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Be on your guard! GUARD the doors of your MIND! Satan would love nothing better than to
confuse you, to corrupt your mind, to lead you astray into sheer folly and foolish fantasy. But God is
not the author of confusion! The apostle Paul declared: "For God is NOT the author of confusion" (I
Cor.14:33).
True, but Elder Dankenbring, if your readers adopt this concept, they will have to disregard your
teachings about the Lunar Sabbath.
The real author of confusion is Satan the devil! As James wrote: "But if ye have bitter envying
and strife in your hearts, glory not, and lie not against the truth. This [kind of] wisdom descendeth not
from above, but is earthly, sensual, DEVILISH. For where envying and STRIFE is, there is
CONFUSION and every evil work" (James 3:14-26).
According to John Keyser, God has left His people in the complete and total dark as to His true
Sabbath day from the fourth century until our day, right now!
Not true. John Keyser never said anything of the sort. The Almighty has always had someone keeping
His Sabbath, it was observed throughout the Scriptures, and was recorded by scholars and historians.
The information that Dankenbring seems to think is lacking is right there in Scripture, nature and the
historical record. It has not be hidden, or in the dark, we have just been brainwashed to NOT see it.
Some more brainwashed than others.
Do you think for one minute that God would leave His people, the true Church which Jesus
Christ said He would build (Matt.16:18), ignorant of the true Sabbath day from that time until now?
Would God allow His own church, down through the centuries, to remain IN TOTAL DARKNESS, on
the matter of which day is the Sabbath? The whole idea is preposterous.
Agreed.
So we close on a positive note. The only negative here is that when looking at the seventh day of the
pagan/papal calendar, Elder Dankenbring sees the Sabbath of Scripture while Lunar Sabbatarians (and
truth seekers in general) see only the seventh day of a pagan/papal calendar.
Quite frankly, considering the eternal consequences, this is not a TomAto / TomAHto issue. This is
EXACTLY what it appears on the surface. It is men, in their infinite stupidity, thinking that they know
YHWH and exactly what He does and how He does it. (Isaiah 55:8-9) It is foolish men who think
themselves wise. (II Corinthians 10:12) It is men who raise their hand to answer the question who
have never opened the textbook. (Proverbs 18:13)
And it is a tragedy as well as a travesty. Men like Elder Dankenbring will not see the travesty, the
sheer and utter foolishness of their ways, until tragedy knocks at their door. And, without prejudice or
malice, that is on them.
Respectfully submitted (to my readers--I have lost all respect for Dankenbring at this point)
Troy Miller
www.CreationCalendar.com
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